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Abstract

Modeling and Analysis of Substrate Coupling in Integrated Circuits

by

Ranjit Gharpurey

Doctorof Philosophy in Engineering- Electrical Engineering and ComputerSciences

University of Californiaat Berkeley

ProfessorRobertG. Meyer, Chair

Substrate coupling in integrated circuits is the process whereby parasitic current flow in the substrate

electrically couples devices in different parts ofthe circuit Higher levels ofintegration andhigher frequen

cies ofoperation make the coupling more pronounced inmodern circuit realizations. High levels ofintegra

tion aredesirable inseveral applications for reducing the overall power dissipation, reducing thenumber of

components and lowering costs. Portable radio-receivers are an example of such an application. Electrical

coupling inthe substrate leads toundesirable interaction between devices which can degrade circuit perfor

mance. The degradation can manifest itself in several ways. In mixed analog-digital circuits, forexample,

theswitching-noise generated bydigital circuits can becoupled to the sensitive analog circuits through the

substrate.

Performance degradation due to substrate coupling can be addressed at the circuit-design stage by

including accurate substrate models in circuit simulations. An efficient and elegant technique tomodel sub

strate coupling is presented in this dissertation. The technique uses a combination of the classical Green

function approach and the Fast Fourier Transform. The speed ofthis technique makes it suitable for optimi

zation of circuit layoutfor minimization of substrate coupling related effects. The natureof substrate cou

pling in different types of substrates has been analyzed. The effectiveness of isolation schemes, such as

guard rings, indifferent types ofsubstrates has also been presented. Several effects ofsubstrate coupling on

circuit performance have been identified and remedies have been suggested. Experimental verification ofthe

substrate models has been performed.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

The growth of the personal communications market in recent years has led to a great demand for low-

power radio-frequency circuits with high levels of integration for portability and compact size. Certain

types of circuits have traditionally been built on separate substrates in order to minimize parasitic

interaction between them, for example low-noise amplifiers and switching circuits such as dividers are

traditionally built on separate substrates. Integrating noise-generating circuits and low-noise circuits on the

same substrate is being currently viewed as a major challenge by circuit designers.

Higher levels of integration have several associated advantages and disadvantages. An obvious

advantage is the reduced package count. This leads to lowered costs and reduced sizes. The power

dissipation can also be reduced as fewer pads and interconnect lines need to be driven, thereby avoiding

the associated capacitance. It may also be possible to improve the high-frequency response of circuits or

even extend the frequency range of circuit performance, as the package interconnect parasitics often

degrade the frequency response at the high-frequencyend of the application.

A major disadvantage of integration is the increased interaction between circuits. This interaction can

appear in two major ways. It can occur due to the significant mutual inductance and capacitance which

exist between any two bond-wires and pins in a package. The second method for interaction is through the

common substrate shared by the circuits. The isolation provided by the substrates is non-ideal. Currents

can flow through the substrate due to the nonzero dielectric constants and conductivities of the substrate

materials and couple circuits located in different parts of the substrate.

Theproblem of substrate coupling is addressed in this research. Thesources of coupling are identified

first, and the problem of efficient modeling of substrate coupling is discussed next. As will be discussed

later, substrate coupling is a layout related effect, and the layout needs to be optimized in order to

minimize substrate related noise. Thus any simulation strategy for substrate noise estimation must be

suitable for optimization tasks. Suchtechniques are presented in Chapter 3. Substrate coupling in different

substrate typesandcircuiteffects of substrate coupling arediscussed in Chapter4. Experimental results are

shown subsequently.



Chapter 2: Injection, Reception and Transmission of Substrate Noise

The cross-sections of two typical substrates currently being used in integrated-circuit manufacturing

are shown in Fig. 1. The substratesshownhere are the low impedance and high impedancebulk substrates.

Fig. la depicts a high-impedance substrate. These substrates are composed of a lightly-doped bulk region

which is about 200-400 um thick and a thin epi-layer which has a lower resistivity. The low-impedance

substrate consists of a lightly-doped p or n-type epi-layer grown on a heavily-doped p or n-type bulk. The

bulk is typically 100-400 |im thick, and the epi-layer thickness varies from 5 to 15 Jim. The epi-layer

thickness is limited by the upward diffusion of dopants during any high-temperature processing steps.

Typical bulk and epi-layer resistivities are shown in Fig. lb.

The mechanisms for substrate noise injection and reception in different devices and the transmission

mechanisms in substrates are discussed in this chapter.

lum p-type - lQ-cm

p-type ~0.1 Q-cm
ljim

lOum p-type - 10-15 Q-cm

400]im

p- sub -20-50 &-cm
300um

p+ sub - lm£2-cm

Figure la: High-Resistivity Substrate Figure lb: Low-Resistivity Substrate
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2.0: Injection of Substrate Noise

Different types of active and passive devices used in silicon integrated circuits are shown in Fig. 2.

Typical active devices include bipolar junction transistors, MOS transistors and diodes. Typical passive

devices include resistors, capacitors, inductors and interconnects. Local wells and diffusions are also

shown as passive structures.

2.0.1: Injection Mechanisms in Bipolar Junction Transistors and Diodes

The cross-section of a bipolar npn transistor is shown in Fig. 2a. These devices interact with the

substrate through the collector-to-bulk pn junction capacitance (Cjs). This capacitance is included in circuit

simulators such as SPICE as a model element. It depends on the substrate and collector doping levels, as

well as the bias level of the collector with respect to the substrate and is given by the pn junction

capacitance formula

qe
C:. =

JS A/2^bi + Vcs)

where N^ and Ns are the collector and the substrate doping levels respectively (cm ), \f^ is the built-in

NCNS

vn^Tn"s (1)



potential of the junction and Vw is the collector-to-substrate bias voltage. This formula is valid for abrupt

pn junctions. Capacitanceexpressionsfor morecomplexdoping profiles are discussed in [1].

Another mechanism for noise injection into the substrate from a bipolar transistor is observed when the

device approaches the saturation region of operation. When the base of the transistor begins to be forward

biased with respect to the collector, the parasitic pnp transistor shown in Fig. 2a begins to enter its forward

active region of operation. The base of the npn device acts as the emitter of the pnp, the collector as its

base and the p-substrate as its collector. The parasitic pnp device is in the cutoff region when the npn

transistor is in the forward-active mode. It can be expected that the forward gain of this device is small,

since the parasitic base (the npn collector) thicknessis quite large.

Lateral pnp transistors inject noise into the substrate through the base-to-substrate capacitance (Fig.

2b). In vertical pnp devices the substrate is the collector node (Fig. 2c). Hence these devices can act as

significant substrate noise injectors, and a sufficiently low impedance path must be provided near the

device in order to collect the current [2].

Diodes are typically fabricated by tying together the base and the collector of bipolar npn transistors.

Substrate current injection in these devices takes place through the collector-to-substrate junction

capacitance.

2.0.2: CurrentInjection due to MOS Devices

MOS devices are shown in Fig. 2d and 2e. The figures depict an n-well process. In such a process,

NMOS devices interact directly with the substrate through the source/drain-to-substrate capacitance,

modeled as CJO and CJSW in SPICE. Additionally, hot-electron effects also cause injection of majority-

carriers into the substrate. Hot-electron effects are observed when the field in the depleted drain-end of the

transistor becomes large enough to cause impact ionization and generate electron-hole pairs. The

dependence of the hot-electron induced substrate current Isub on the device operating current is given by

the following semi-analytical expression.

ISub = K1(Vds-Vdsat)Idexp
K2

(Vds~Vdsat)>
(2)



where ^ is the drain current, Vds is the drain-to-source voltage and Vdsat is the drain-to-source voltage at

saturation. K^ and K2 are semi-empirical constants. K2 depends on t^ (the oxide thickness) and X: (the

drain junction depth) as

^'oxXj (3)

This phenomenon is discussed extensively in [3] and the references contained there. Eq. (3) is derived by

considering the exponential dependence of the carrier ionization-coefficients on the inverse of the

electrical field in the channel. Integrating the substrate current generated per unit length, overthe lengthof

the channel, results in (3). Recent experimental evidence suggests that hot-electron induced substrate

currents are the dominant cause of substrate noise in NMOSFETs up to at least one hundred megahertz [4].

Shorter device channel lengths in future technologies are likely to worsen this problem due to increased

channel fields and smaller t^ and Xj.

The nature of current injection due to capacitive coupling and avalanche induced currents is different

because hot-electron induced currents are always injected into the substrate. In a switching CMOS

inverter, hot-electron induced current will be injected into the substrate during both the 0-1 and 1-0

transitions, while the capacitivecomponent of the current will reversedirectionduring the two edges. As a

consequence, hot-electron induced currents will possess large even-harmonics of the fundamental

switching frequency and a DC component, while the capacitive currents will possess large odd-harmonics,

and no DC component. The presence of a DC component in any substrate current can be potentially very

harmful to circuit operation. In addition to causing a drift in threshold voltages, it can also lead to an

increase in minority-carrier injection into the substrate due to partial forward-biasing of device-to-substrate

junctions.

For small-signal analysis, the effect of the hot-electron induced current can be modeled as a drain-to-

body transconductance g^ [2] given by

_ dub 2 sub . „
Sdb ~ 5v~ 2 W

Themajor effect of thisparameter onsmall-signal circuit analysis is thatthisterm appears in parallel with



the r0of thedeviceand tendsto lowerthe outputimpedance of the transistor.

Hot-electron induced substrate currents in PMOS devices are considerably smaller than in comparably

sized NMOS devices due to a lower hole ionization-coefficient. Further, PMOS devices in the process

shown here are built in a locally grounded well. Thus it may be expected that PMOS devices cause lower

substrate bounce than comparably sized NMOS devices. This is indeed the case as long as the n-well has a

very good ground contact. If the well potential is allowed to vary with respect to the substrate potential, the

well acts as a large injector, with a large reverse-biased well-to-substrate capacitance and can cause

significant substrate noise injection.

In addition to the specific forms of substrate injection present in the active devices discussed above and

in Section 2.0.1, the reverse-biased pn junctions formed by these devices with the substrates also exhibit a

steady DC leakage current. This current consists of carriers which are swept across the depletion barrier in

the direction of the electric field. Electrons are injected into the n-region and holes into the p-region under

the action of the field. Hence the substrate current induced by this mechanism is a majority-carrier drift

current.

2.0.3: Current InjectionMechanisms in Passive On-Chip Components

The passive componentsin typical processesare shown in Fig. 2f-k. These include resistors, capacitors,

inductors and local diffusions.

Resistors in modern processes are either poly-type or diffused. Poly resistors have a comparatively

smaller parasitic capacitance to the substrate. Thus diffusion resistors inject more noise into the substrate

than poly resistors for the same dimensions. If oneend of the resistanceis connectedto an AC ground then

the current injected into the substrate at low-frequencies, due to a voltage V^ applied at the other end is

given by

,=̂ ^(^CLjv,, (5)
where C is the per unit length capacitance of the resistor, R is the per unit length resistance and L is the

length of the resistance. This equation predicts a f0-5 dependence of the injected substrate current at high
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frequencies. This formula is obtained by modeling theresistor as a dissipative transmission line.

Capacitors can be either poly-to-poly, metal-to-poly or poly-to-substrate types. Metal-to-metal

capacitors have thelargest ratio of theparasitic capacitance to thesubstrate for a given capacitance. Hence

if these devices are used for implementing large on-chip capacitors, they can act as significant substrate

noise-injectors.

On-chip inductors and interconnects inject noise into the substrate through the parasitic oxide

capacitance with the substrate. The substrate parasitic can lead to lowering of the inductor quality factor.

Thusthe substrate lossmustbe modeled to obtain anaccurate prediction of inductor performance.

Local diffusions in the substrate can be p or n-type. N-type diffusions inject noise through a reverse

bias capacitance. P-type diffusions are often usedas substrate taps or guard rings. They serve to tie down

the substrate to a desired potential. If designed improperly these diffusions can inject very high levels of

noise into the substrate, as they act as wide ground-planes on the substrate and any voltage bounce on

these diffusions is conveyed throughout their extent on thechipthrough a very lowimpedance path. Guard

rings will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

2.1: Reception of Substrate Noise

The reception of noise by most devices on the surface takes place through capacitive sensing. This is

true of bipolar transistors, capacitors, resistors and interconnect lines.

The junction with the substrate in lateral pnp devices is formed by the n-type base region. If the pnp

device is used in a gain stage, then the base of the devicemust be carefully shielded, or connected to a low

impedance node.Otherwise the substrate noisewill be amplified by the gainof the circuit.

„ o.v. °»v" D v„ z» °-v» „

SF-S

I S 7

Vb Body-to-DrainGain~GmbVbs- cGmVbs

Figure 3: Body Effect in MOSFETs



In addition to capacitive pickup through the source and drain depletion junctions, MOS devices also

exhibit a more severe form of substrate interaction due to the body effect The threshold voltage of an

MOS transistor is a strong function of the substrate potential. For a uniform surface impurity concentration

NA,the dependence of the threshold voltage is given by [2]

v« =vto+̂^{J^^Tb- J5ff) (6)
where Vt is the threshold voltage, e is the silicon dielectric permittivity, Cox is the per unit area oxide

capacitance, 2% is the surface inversion potential and VSB is the source-to-body potential. The body effect

makes the drain current dependent on the substrate potential. This effect can be represented by a linearized

model parameter gmb in the small signal device model. The drain current depends on the body-to-source

potential as grabvbs- As can be seen from Fig. 3, with the gate and the source shorted, a gain stage exists

between the substrate to the drain-node of the MOS transistor. By making suitable approximations it can

be shown that [2]

Smb o J2q£NA (7)

where gm is the small-signal transconductance of the device. The parameter gm relates the drain current to

the gate-to-source voltage. In typical processes the above ratio varies from 0.1 to 0.3. The parasitic body-

to-drain gain is thus lower than the gate-to-drain gain by a factor of 14-20 dB only.

The body effect in MOSFETs makes these devices especially vulnerable to substrate noise reception.

While the capacitive pickup, exhibited by most other devices, becomes significant only at relatively high

frequencies (above a MHz), the body effect can be an issue at low frequencies.

2.2: Transmission of Substrate Noise

Substrates act as the media for coupling of noise from one device to another. Thus in order to

understand the phenomenon of substrate coupling, it is essential to determine the dominant mechanisms

for current flow in the substrates and their dependence on the various substrate material parameters.

Efficient models for the substrate, which use this information, are developed in the next chapter.
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2.2.0: SimpleSubstrate Models

If the substrate is modeled as a lossy dielectric, then the distributed form of Ohm's law shown below is

applicable to the substrate.

J = (o*+ja>e)E (8)

where J is the current density in the substrate (A/cm2), E is the electric field (V/cm), a is the conductivity

and e is the dielectric permittivity of silicon. For a first order calculation of the substrate impedance, using

typical material resistivities (lmQ-cm to 20&-cm), it may be adequate to consider the substrate to be

simply a distributed resistance. This is certainly true for frequencies up to 2GHz, since the susceptance

term '©8' is approximately 75£2-cm at this frequency. The conductivity a depends on the carrier

concentration 'p' and the mobility 'Pp' as a=pqUp and hence is a function of the doping profiles in the

substrate.

The above model considers current flow only due to drift (field induced) currents. This model would be

sufficient for low-level majority-carrier conduction.

The flow of minority-carriers is considerably more complex than the simple majority-carrier case

considered above. The motion of the excess carriers is dictated by the following transport equations.

<toi _ n,jJoD.VJh. +V.I.-i (9a)

I'-W^Vr (9b)
Dp and Dn are the diffusion constants, Jn and Jp are the drift current terms (=anpE), x is the carrier

recombinationtime and pj and nj are the excess carrierconcentrations over the thermal equilibrium values.

Minority-carriers, once injected into the substrate, can exist for long periods of time (carrier lifetime)

and cause significant local variations in conductivity. However a large injection of minority-carriers into

the substrate usually indicates a fault condition, as this occurs when a device-to-substrate junction is turned

on. Hence to model substrate cross-talk we only consider the drift-induced substrate currents given by (8).

Computation of minority-carrier flow in the substrate requires the solution of the time-dependent-
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diffusion-equations (9a and 9b). This can be computationally expensive even for a single device. The

solution of (9a) and (9b) in large-scale substrate simulations is not currently feasible due to computational

constraints.

2.2.1: High-Frequency Characterization ofSubstrates

At frequencies above 4-5 GHz, the error in the electrostatic assumption made above may not be

tolerable. At these frequencies a correct model of the substrate can be obtained only by solving Maxwell's

equations in the substrates. The problem is made more complex by the fact that coupling through the

substrate may no longer be the dominant parasitic. Considerable energy flow takes place through the oxide

layers and even through the package. Thus at these frequencies it is insufficient to consider the substrate as

a distinct medium for energy flow. However, it can be expected that the results of the simple first-order

calculations will provide good indicators for design even at frequencies where some of the assumptions of

the model begin to fail. For the purpose of fast parasitic extraction, it often becomes necessary to sacrifice

C=eSi02(a/bi)=p

G=G(a/b2) I

a. Slow-wave mode

Figure 4: Interconnect in an IC

C =eSi02 (a/bi) = =

C=£si02(a/b2)=L |G=o(a/b2)

b. Quasi-dielectric mode

Oxide

Silicon

-WM^

C = eSi02(a/b1)= =

c. Skin-effect mode

Figure 5: Transmission Modes in an Interconnect Line
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accuracy by ignoring some of the more detailedfeatures of the governingequations.

In a related problem, the behavior of an interconnect over the Si02-Si system (Fig. 4) is considered.

This problem is not the same as the substrate problem considered here but sheds light on the high-

frequency behavior of the substrate.

Depending on the frequency of the signal, three different modes can be observed in the substrate [5].

These modes are the quasi-TEM modes, the slow-wave modes and the skin-effectmodes. The quasi-TEM

modes exist when the susceptibility of the silicon layer is much higher than its conductivity. The Si02-Si

multilayered media behave like a multilayered dielectric. The skin-effect modes also appear at high

frequencies, when the vertical dimensions of the Si layers become comparable to the skin depth. At

frequencies where these modes are not dominant, the substrate can be modeled as a distributed resistance.

In [5] the authors consider a wide interconnect line to simplify the analysis, and use the transverse

resonance technique to analyze the fundamental TM mode.

The circuit models for the interconnects are shown in Fig. 5. The interesting feature in the model is that

the model closely follows what can be expected from an electrostatic analysis. The models for the slow-

wave mode and the quasi-TEM mode include the substrate effects as a distributed resistance. In the skin-

effect mode the substrate acts as a thin lossy ground-plane. The skin-effect mode is dominant at

frequencies over 1GHz in substrates with resistivities less than 0.01 Q-cm. Substrates with resistivities

greater than this value exhibit the other two modes, with the quasi-TEM mode dominating at higher

frequencies.
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Chapter 3: Modeling of Substrate Coupling in Integrated Circuits

Efficient techniques are presented in this chapter for modeling the effects of the finite and distributed

substrate impedance in circuit simulators. It is desirable to predictthe degree of coupling in any circuit at

the design stage. Further, as will be discussed later, substrate coupling is closely related to circuit layout.

In many design tasks layout optimization may be required to minimize the substrate parasitic. Thus a

substrate modeling tool should ideally be efficient enough to be used in optimization tasks.

Certain approximations are necessary in most analyses in order to obtain reasonable computation time

or to reduce memory requirements on the computer. Trade-offs between accuracy and simulation time are

inevitable, as low computation times are usually achieved by ignoring some of the second-order effects in

the simulation. Some of the approximations made in the substrate simulator are discussed in the first

section of the chapter.

Two simulation techniques are presented in the subsequent sections. The first is a numerical technique

and the second uses an integral-equation formulation for extracting the substrate model. In both the

techniques a lumped equivalent macromodel representing the substrate is extracted by solving the

differential equations representing the medium. The lumped macromodel relates the voltage and the

current vectors at the substrate contacts.

A comparison of the techniques in terms of memory, computation time and accuracy is made at the end

of this chapter. It is shown in this section that the Integral-Equation technique is preferable since the

substrate simulator should be suitable to be used in layout optimization. In fact this technique can be

significantly faster than the purely numerical (finite-difference) based methods and is chosen as the basis

for the simulator applications shown in the next chapter.

3.0: Approximations made in the Analysis

Several approximations must be made in order to extract the macromodel in a reasonable amount of

time. The approximations involved, their validity and the point at which the approximations fail are

discussed below.
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3.0.1: The ElectrostaticAssumption

The first approximation involved is that of considering only the electrostatic limit of the Maxwell's

equations. This approximation is accurate at low frequencies but it fails at frequencies above 4-5GHz in

typical silicon substrates as discussed in the previous chapter. This approximation is valid in integrated

circuit substrates because the dimensions of the substrates are typically much smaller than the smallest

electrical wavelengths. Thus distributed effects are not observed in the substrates.

Typically the first deviations from the electrostatic model will occur when the vertical dimensions of

the substrates become comparable to the skin depth in the medium. If the substrate conductivity is much

larger than the susceptibility, then the electrostatic model of the substrate simply involves resistors. The

skin-effect makes the resistance between two contacts on the surface frequency-dependent and also leads

to the appearance of a significant inductive reactance term in the contact-to-contact impedance. An

example of this behavior in circular metal wires is shown in [6]. At very low frequencies the current is

almost uniformly distributed over the cross-section of the wire and the resistive and the reactive parts of

the per unit length impedance are given by

**••*! Xif =f <10>
7cr olk

and at very high frequencies the impedance terms are given by

R,f=Xhf =(^>(2nr) (11)
where CO is the frequency inrad-s"1, p isthe resistivity, \i isthe magnetic permeability and r is the radius of

the wire.

The low-frequencyvalues accuratelyrepresent the impedance until the frequency at which the radius of

the wire equals the skin depth. Beyond this frequency, the resistive term tends to increase. The self-

inductive term increases as f05, which implies that the inductance of the wire decreases. This decrease is

due to constriction of the current towards the circumference of the wire. The key inference is that the DC

formulas suffice for first-order impedance estimates at most frequencies of interest.

The computational simplification achieved from the electrostatic assumption is enormous. Solution of
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the Maxwell equations in the substrate involves the solution of two inhomogeneous wave equations [7]. In

the electrostatic approximation the scalar potential in the substrate satisfies the Laplace equation, and very

efficient numerical techniques for parasitic extraction can be developed.

The electrostatic assumption also simplifies the boundary conditions to be used in the problem. The

simplest boundary conditions in the substrate shown in Fig. 1 would be Neumann (zero normal E-field) on

the top and the sides of the substrate, and Dirichlet (zero potential) on the backplane to model the header

metal present in most IC packages. These boundary conditions tend to fail at very high frequencies when

the package and the oxide isolation layers become significant paths for energy flow. At even higher

frequencies the free-space boundary conditions may be required, as there could be radiation from the

substrate. As may be expected, the solution of the Maxwell's equations for a complex structure as the IC

substrate is far from trivial and may even be impossible on present day workstations due to computation-

time and memory constraints.

3.0.2: TheAssumption ofLinearity

The conductivity of the silicon substrate is dependent on the electric field in the substrate. Thus the

current-field relationship is nonlinear in silicon. This effect becomes significant at high-fields or at high

current densities. The injection of minority-carriers can also make the conductivity time, location and field

dependent. As discussed in the previous chapter minority-carrier leakage is avoided by reverse-biasing the

device-substrate junctions.

The conductivity of the silicon layers is assumed to be a constant, independent of the field. It is also

assumed to be isotropic. Several nonlinear effects are considered in device simulators. These tools,

however, are completely unsuitable for parasitic extraction due to the large computation times involved in

even one or two device problems.

3.0.3: The AssumptionofEquipotentials

The device-to-substrate junctions are treated as equipotential contacts with the surface. A more

accurate model of the junction would consider the device-to-substrate junction as a depleted

semiconductor region (a dielectric). This model is difficult to implement in a fast substrate noise simulator,
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since theextent of thedepletion region depends on the voltage across the junction.

The magnitude of the error from this approximation is reduced considerably due to the small

dimensions of the devices compared to the substrate. Thus, while the instantaneous variations of the

voltage across the reverse-biased junction may change the value ofthe depletion capacitance considerably,

the change in the value of the substrate model impedance values is expected to be small (Fig. 6). The

nonlinear behavior of the junction capacitors is included in circuit simulators such as SPICE.

Nonlinear device-to-

substrate capacitance.
Strongly dependent on 8

Substrate impedance model

Figure 6: Bias Dependence of the Substrate Impedance

3.1: A Numerical Technique for Extraction of Substrate Models

In the electrostatic case, extraction of the substrate macromodel requires the solution of the Laplace

equation in the substrate. Solution of partial differential equations by the use of numerical techniques has

been studied extensively and has been presented by several authors ([8], [9]). These techniques usually

involve approximating the differential equations of the system by difference equations. The resulting

matrix is then solved using a method which is appropriate for the matrix size involved. Different iteration

techniques, suitable for solution of the matrices in this case will be discussed in this section.

3.1.1: TheLaplaceEquation and Kirchoffs Laws

In the electrostatic case, the potential (}) in the medium can be obtained by the solution of the Laplace

equation subject to the given boundary conditions.

V2<p = 0 (12)

The boundary conditions may be of the Dirichlet (potential specified), Neumann (field specified) or the

mixed types, where the potential is specified over part of the boundary and the field over the rest.



In the rectangular coordinate system, the Laplace equation is given by

2 2 2a_<p+a_<p+aj) =Q
3x dy dz
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(13)

Since substrate geometries conform to this coordinate system, the Laplace equation will be considered in

this form. Rewriting the second order derivative in x in the difference form one obtains

3<P _ (Pi +i,j,k +(Pi-i,j,ic-2(Pi,j,k
3x Aj

and similarly for the other partial derivative terms. Aj is the step size in the X-direction. <{>j: k is the

potential at the (i, j, k) point on the grid.

As can be expected, Kirchoffs laws for linear circuit analysis provide the above relation too, if the

substrate is idealized as a linearized resistive mesh as shown in Fig. 7 below.

Z(K)

*X(I)

(14)
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Figure 7: Representation of the Substrate by a Mesh
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Each of the faces of the subdivisions of thesubstrate is considered to be equipotential. If the currents

at node (i, j, k) aresummed in the gridshown in Fig.7, then theequation for thegridvoltages reads

pAj J " pAj •—K-i pAj ' —K-i pAj

2A.A-9''j'k"?*'j'k+' +2A-A9i'j'k"T1'j'k"' =0
• J pAk 'J pAv (15)

lk ' H"k

Dividing throughout by 2AiAjAyJp, we get the Laplace equation shown earlier. Rewriting the above

equation interms ofthe potential <t>ijk we get

<Pj-l,j,k <Pi,j-i,k <Pi,j,k-i (2 , 2 2n ^♦i.j.fc <Pi,j+i,k <Pi,j.k+i_n ngiRx Ry Rr +Ux +Ry +R>j,k Rx Ry —r^-0 (16)
TheKirchoffs law is solved in thesubstrate to reduce the distributed resistance of thesubstrate to lumped

equivalents. The surface contacts are considered to be equipotentials as discussed in Section 3.0.3. Thus

the model for the three-contact problem shown in Fig. 8a, in the presence of a backplane, consists of six

resistors as shown in Fig. 8b. In orderto extract the individual resistors shown in Fig. 8b, onecontactis set

at a unitpotential, while the others are at ground. The inverse of thecurrent exiting at any of the grounded

contactsyields the resistancefrom the contactat unit potential to that contact.

g (backplane)

Figure 8a:Three-Contact SubstrateProblem Figure 8b: Model of the SubstrateProblem
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The steps involved in the extraction of the substrate model can be summarized as follows:

1] Determine-a satisfactory grid representing the substrate as in Fig. 7.

2] Set up the node voltage equations as in (16).

3] Set one contact at IV and all others at zero.

4] Solve the system of equations for the node voltages.

5] Determine the currents exiting each contact at ground potential and calculate the resistance from

contact -to-contact.

The node voltage equations can be written in a matrix form

MH =0 a?)
where the elements of [A] are the conductances associated with the nodes and [b] is the source voltage

matrix. The nodes of the grid which lie in the region of the surface contact, form the source matrix [b]. [<{>]

is the matrix of the node voltages.The matrix [A] is sparse. In fact, no more than seven elements in any

row can be nonzero. It is also diagonally-dominant, symmetric and positive definite.

Determining a suitable grid for the substrate is a difficult problem. If the number of the surface contacts

is large or the dimensions of the contacts are small, then using a uniform grid may not be practical. For

example, if the minimum contact size is 5\im on a 1000*1000*500nm3 substrate, the number of grid

points, assuming a uniform grid, will be at least 200*200*100 that is four million. This can lead to

prohibitive matrix sizes, depending on the technique used for the matrix solution.

A common strategy to deal with this problem is to make the grid dense in the areas where the variation

in the potential is expected to be large and make the grid coarse where the potential variation is small. For

example, the grid may be made dense around sharp corners, or in the vicinity of contacts, and coarse in

regions away from the contacts.

This scheme helps reduce the size of the matrices involved. The problem with the technique is that it is

difficult to determine beforehand the regions where the field is high. Some heuristic guidelines based on

distance to the contacts etc. may be developedand implementedin the simulation tool. Another approach

is to use progressively denser grids until the error is tolerable. This may not always be a good solution
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since it may require considerable computation too.

The next step in the process is the solution of (17). This is the computationally intensive step in the

problem. Several algorithms exist for the solution of sparse linear systems of equations. Some of these

techniques will be discussed next.

3.1.2: Direct Techniquesfor Solution ofthe Linear System

Direct techniques for solution of a linear system of equations [A][X]=[b] include Gaussian elimination

and LU factorization. These techniques are unsuitable for solving the substrate problem. Although

substrateconductance matricesare sparse as statedearlier,the matrices can be of a very large order and the

solution techniques used must be able to exploit sparsity in order to avoid excessive demands on the

computer storage.

If the grid used to represent the substrate has Nx, Ny and Nz points in the X, Y, Z directions

respectively, and the grid is numbered in a (X, Y, Z) sequence, then the matrix A has the structure shown

below.

NxNy

Nv

The bandwidth of the matrix is 2NxNy. If LU factorization is used on this matrix, [L] and [U] will both

have a bandwidth of NxNy with all the upper entries of L and all the lower entries of U equal to zero.

However LU factorization will not preserve sparsity within the band. The total storage requirement will

grow from approximately 7NxNyNz to (NxNy)NxNyNz, which may be prohibitive. In such cases, the
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iterative techniques presented below are found to be more suitable.

3.1.3: Simple Iterative Techniques

Iterative techniques used in the solution of sparse matrices have been discussed extensively in the past

[9]. Iterative techniques have theadvantage that they work with the system matrix, without modifying the

matrix significantly. If the matrix is sparse to begin with, the sparsity is preserved throughout the solution

procedure. Iterative techniques generally start with an initial approximation to the solution vector. The

technique converges towards the solution vector, through a sequence of iterative steps. The convergence is

asymptotic and an infinite number of iterations are required to converge to the solution vector. In practice,

however, a fairly good approximation to the correct solution can be achieved by truncating the iteration

once a pre-decided error threshold is reached.

In this section, four iterative techniques are presented. These techniques typify the solution strategies

employed in a wide cross-section of iterative schemes. The convergence analysis for these and other

schemes have been presented in [8], [9] and [10].

Jacobi's Method and The Gauss-Siedel Relaxation Scheme

The simplest iterative technique for solution of [A][X]=[b] is the Jacobi's method. In this method a

sequenceof vectors approximating the solution vectorare obtainedas follows. The i-th unknown xj can be

rewritten in terms of ay and b,as

N

- X aijxj+bi
*i= i"1'1*,1 ;(au*0) (18)

aii

If \X\° isa first approximation to the solution vector [X], then the elements ofthe (k+l>th approximation

vector [X]k+1 can be written interms ofthe previous vectors as

N

- X auxjk+b»
xk+1 = j»i,i«i n9)

1 a..

If [X]k -> [X] as k-» «>, then [X] is the solution vector ofthe above system ofequations. This technique

is slow to converge and other techniques are usuallypreferred for faster convergence.
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If the matrix A is split as A= D(L+I+U) where [D] is a diagonal matrix with [D]^ = a^ then the above

equation can be rewritten as

[X]k+1 = - (L +U) [X]k +D"1 [b] (20)
The matrix (L+U) is referred to as B and is known as the iteration matrix of the technique. Each iterative

method has a unique iteration matrix. If A^ is the eigenvalueof B with the largest modulus (the spectral-

radius), then it can be shown that after k-iterations, where k is large,

[X]k-fX]ocXmk (21)

If k] more iterations are required to reduce the amplitude of the dominant eigenvector by a factor 10"n,

then we must have

Mk,*10-n (22)
or

k'a-i#j) (23)
The term in the denominator is referred to as the asymptotic rate-of-convergence of the technique. The

asymptotic rate-of-convergence can be determined for several iterative schemes. The closer the spectral-

radius is to the unit-circle in the complex plane, the slower is the rate of convergence. While the

asymptotic rate-of-convergence is a good figure of merit for comparing different techniques, it should be

used with caution [9]. Other convergence estimators are discussed in [8].

The spectral-radius is difficult to estimate in most problems. An estimate for the spectral-radius for the

solution of the Laplace equation in two-dimensions with Dirichlet boundary conditions is presented in [8]

for Jacobi's method. The grid considered there is uniform in the X and the Y directions with I and J

divisions in the two dimensions respectively. For this problem, for large I and J the spectral-radius varies as
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The asymptotic convergence rate is given by

The spectral-radius rapidly approaches unity and the convergence rate tends to zero, as the minimum grid

spacing becomes smaller.

The Gauss-Siedel method is obtained from the Jacobi's method by using the most updated vector

values that is

j<i jSN
Sk+1 ^i k+1 ,

Vi - Z Vj +bi
xf+1 = -IsJ L^i±J . (26)

ii

The (k+l)-th update can be expressed in terms of the D, L and U matrices as

[X]k+1 =-L[X]k+1-U[X]k +D_1[b] (27)
which implies

[X]k+1 =-(I +L)"1U[X]k+(I +L)"1(D"1[b)J (28)
Thus the iteration matrix for this method is (I+L)_1U. The Gauss-Siedel method has twice the rate of

convergence of the Jacobi method for the two-dimensionalLaplace equation considered previously.

These methods are of academic interest as they are slow to converge. However these techniques are

important as more efficient techniques can be derived from these by simple modifications. One such

important class of techniques is presented next.

The Simultaneous-Over-Relaxation Method

This method is considerably faster than the previous two methods and is a variant the Gauss-Siedel

scheme. If [X']k+1 is the (k+l)-th vector estimate computed using the Gauss-Siedel scheme, then the (k+1)-

thterm for this method ([X]k+1) iscomputed by the following formula

[X]k+1 =[X]k +p([X']k+1-[X]kJ (29)
The method converges for p between 0 and 2. Values between 1 and 2 lead to an acceleration of the
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technique. The convergence is the fastest at an optimumvalue of p\ but it is very difficult to determine the

precise value beforehand.

This technique was implemented for solving the substrate mesh equations. It was found that for

typical problems with approximately one hundred thousand node points, the optimum value of the

relaxation parameter was between 1.9 and 1.95.

The Conjugate Gradient Algorithm

The advantage of iterative algorithms over direct techniques such as Gaussian elimination lies in the

fact that these techniques exploit sparsity well. A direct method with a similar property is the Conjugate

Gradient algorithm [10]. This technique tries to find the solution of [A][x]=[b] by minimizing the function

(l/2)[xT][A][x]-[b][x]. In this technique, as in the iterative techniques discussed above, an approximate

vector [xk] is iterated until it converges to [x]. The advantage of the technique is that it is bound to

converge in at most N iterations where N is the size of matrix A.

Several additional techniques exist for efficient solution of sparse matrices. Many of these rely on

determining a suitable iteration matrix for the problem. One such technique uses a combination of an

iterative method and the Conjugate Gradient Algorithm discussed above [11]. The method is faster than

SOR but requires more storage.This techniquewas usedfor solving the substrateproblem recently [12].

The iterative schemes discussed above are the only practical techniques for solving the large matrices

which result from the finite differences technique. However, despite all of the simplifying assumptions

made earlier in Section 3.0, the solution of substrate problems with more than ten-to-twenty contacts

becomes impractical as discussed later. Due to this reasonthe finite-differences technique was not used for

substrate parasitic extraction.

3.1.4: Modelingthe Frequency-Dependence ofSubstrates

The problem of the determining the frequency response of the substrate has been analyzed in [12].

Before discussing the technique presented there, the frequency response of two different types of

substrates is analyzed. These are the uniform (single-resistivity), and the low-impedance substrates shown

in Fig. lb. For a uniform substrate, the frequency dependent model for the substrate can be determined
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trivially, since the substrate has a single RC time constant. Therefore in these substrates, a model such as

in Fig. 8b should be modified to include a parallel capacitance per resistance. The value of this capacitance

is such that the RC product equals the dielectric relaxation time-constant of the substrate (pe). The case of

the low-impedance substrate can also be analyzed similarly, if the low-resistivity bulk is treated as a single

node. In that case, the resistors in the model would again be replaced by an RC parallel combination such

that the RC product equals the relaxation time constant of the high-resistivity epi-layer.

The substrate model behavior with respect to frequency is quite complex for more complicated

substrate cross-sections, as the different layers of silicon have different time constants. A technique known

as Asymptotic Waveform Evaluation (AWE) has recently been applied to the problem in [12]. AWE

constructs an approximate representation of the frequency response of a circuit by selecting an appropriate

low-order transfer function to model the circuit.

AWE determines the frequency response of a circuit by a two-step process. The first involves

extracting the moments of the circuit and the second involves matching these moments to a low-order

transfer function. The second process is done by use of the Pade approximation. A discussion of this

technique is presented in [13].

Once a low order transfer function has been found for the circuit, the time response with an arbitrary

time input such as a step or an exponential, may be found by multiplying the s-domain representation of

the input with the transfer function and performing an inverse Laplace transform.

While this technique is elegant in its approach, the utility of its use in substrate modeling problems, as

discussed in [12], is questionable. The principal reason is that with typical substrate doping levels, the

substrate impedance in silicon is dominated by the conductance and not the susceptance up to 4-5GHz. For

substrates with higher doping levels (or higher conductivity), this frequency is higher. However the

appearance of the skin-effect modes in high-conductivity substrates at these frequencies complicates the

modeling problem. This issue is not addressed in [12]. Thus for most substrate modeling tasks, the

additional computational complexity of AWE over a simple electrostatic model may not be justifiable. The

authors reach a similar conclusion in [14].
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3.2: An Integral-Equation-based approach to Substrate Modeling

In this section a fast and efficient technique for substrate modeling problems is presented. This

technique relies on the electrostatic Green function in the substrate medium and the Fast Fourier

Transform algorithm. Green functions have been used extensively for capacitance extraction in dielectric

media in the past. This section begins with a discussion of classical techniques for determining the

potential and the fields in electrostatic problems. The method of conformal mapping is discussed at first.

The Green function technique is discussed subsequently. Discussion of this technique is divided into two

subsections. The first presents the concept of Green function as applied to electrostatic problems and

demonstrates two schemes for determining the Green functions in the medium. These are the method of

images and the separation-of-variables (SOV) techniques.The utility of the Green function for capacitance

extraction is discussed next The Green function for the electrostatic substrate model is presented next. A

substrate parasitic extractor using this form of the Green function and the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)

algorithm is discussed in the subsequent section.

The following section discusses the matrix operations performed in the simulator. The Sherman-

Morrison formula for matrix inversion can be applied to the substrate problem to handle optimization

related tasks efficiently. Improvements to the technique are discussed at the end of this section.

3.2.1: Techniquesfor Solution ofElectrostatic Problems

Electrostatic problems appear in many practical modeling tasks. Examples include capacitor estimation

on PC boards, or derivation of the current-voltage relations in semiconductor devices. These problems

involve the solution of the Laplace equation or the Poisson equation in the medium, subject to the given

boundary conditions.

The differential form of the Gauss's law relates the potential function (j) to the free charge density p

through the following partial differential equation

V«e(V<J>) = -p (30)

The dielectric constant e is a measure of the polarizability of the medium [7] and can be considered to be

an isotropic quantity in most modeling problems. If, in addition, the material is homogeneous as well, the
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above equation can be rewritten to obtain the Poisson equation shown on the next page.

V2* =-B (31)
E

In addition to a knowledge of the dielectric constant of the medium and the .free-charge density, the

boundary conditions in the medium must be specified for a solution of the problem. These can be of three

types. In the first type the potential is specified on the boundary (Dirichlet conditions), in the second case

the field (gradient of the potential) is specified on the boundary (Neumann conditions) and in the third case

potential is specified over part of the boundary and the field over the remaining portion (the mixed

boundary conditions). The uniqueness theorem of electrostatics [7] assures the existence of a unique

solution to the Poisson equation in the presence of these three types of boundary conditions. The fourth

possibiUty, in which both the potential and its gradient is specified over the entire boundary, does not

possess a unique solution in the case of closed boundaries.

In the absence of free charges the Poisson equation is transformed into the Laplace equation with the

right hand side of (31) being set identically to zero. The problem central to electrostatics is to determine

the solution of (31) given the charge density p.

3.2.1.1: Conformal Mapping

The conformal mapping technique is useful in two-dimensional electrostatic problems. Due to this

limitation it has not been a popular modeling procedure, except in certain cases where the behavior of the

potential function may be essentially considered two-dimensional even though the problem is three-

dimensional, for example for calculating fringing fields in a parallel plate capacitor [6].

This technique involves determining an analytic function F of the complex variable z, which maps the

complex Z plane (or the XY plane) onto anotherplane W such that W=F(z). Since F is analytic, the real

and imaginary parts of W, say u and v respectively, must satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann conditions

9u _ dv 3u _. 9V /go")
3x ~ dy dy 9x

Consequently, u and v must satisfy the Laplace equation and can be used to represent the potential and

field functions in the Z plane.
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The analyticity of F also assures that the angle between any two intersecting curves in the XY plane

will be preserved in the u-v plane as well. If F is chosen appropriately, it is possibleto transforma problem

involving uniform fields in the u-v plane, to the XY plane, such that the boundary conditions are satisfied

in the XY plane. The angle preserving property of the transformation guarantees the orthogonality of the

potential and field curves (i.e. betweenthe constantu andconstantv lines) in the XY plane as well.

The main problem in this technique is determining the function F with the necessary properties.

Experience and intuition are often the guiding factors in this process. One class of transformations which

has been found very useful in some microstrip related problems is the Schwarz transformations for

polygons.

3.2.1.2: Integral Solutions for Potential

The image-based techniques and the SOV technique can both be related to the potential of a point

charge in the medium. The potential of a point charge in a medium is known as the Green function of the

medium. In this section, the concept of the Green functions as applicable to electrostatic problems is

discussed. Green functions are useful as solution techniques in many problems such as full-

electromagnetic calculations [15] or diffusion problems.

Consider two arbitrary scalar fields <J> and \\f defined in a volume V bounded by a surface S. The

divergence of the vector fields <|>V\|f and \|/V<j> is given by

V«($V>) = $Vty + Vi|r»V$ (33)

and

V» (\yV<|>) = yVty + V\j/ • V<|> (34)

respectively.

Subtracting (34) from (33) one has

V. (<pV\ff) - V« (\|fV<|)) = <J>V2\j/ - yV2<t> (35)

Integrating both sides of (35) over volume V and applying the divergence theorem one has
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J(<()V2\|/ - \j/V2<|>) dv =j(<]>Vy-yV<|>) •iids =$[<$£- \|4£jds (36)
v s s

where n is the unit outward normal vector to the surface S enclosing the volume V.

Let <J> be the potential resulting from a localized charge density p(r'), and y be the potential due to a point

charge placed at a point r1. The potential functions are related to the charge densities by the Poisson

equation. Thus

V^ =-| (37)

and

vayfcr-) s JlEzH (38)

Resubstituting the Poisson equation into (36) and using r' as the integration variable, one has

♦ CO =Jp(r1)V(r,r')dV +6|(^-(|̂ )ds' (39)
v s

(j)(r) is the potential at point r due to the charge p(r'). y(r, r') is the potential in the medium due to a point

charge placed at r' and is known as the Green function. It depends on the coordinates of the observation

point r and also the source point r'. The above is a convolution relationship, which relates the known

density p(r') to the potential function <f>(r) by convolution with the Green function.

If the Green function is known, (39) provides a technique for determining the potential at any point in

the volume V due to a known arbitrarily distributed charge density. The method of images and the SOV

technique are two different approaches to evaluating the Green function.

In the absence of any boundaries, that is in the free-space case, the function \y(r, r') reduces to

1/ (47re|r —r'|) , where r is the observation point and r' is the source point. In this case, if the field term in

the surface integral falls faster than r"1 at large distances from the source, then as the surface S is taken to

infinity, the surface integral term vanishes and the potential function <))(r) is related to the charge density

through the well known relation
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The function y(r, r'), in thepresence of finite boundaries canbe thought off as consisting of twoparts, the

first is the free-space Green function and the secondis the potential due to charges outside the volume V,

distributed so that the required boundary conditions are satisfied on S [7].

The Method of Images

The method of images is a simple technique to determine the Green function. In this method, point

chargesare distributed in spacein orderto achieve the required boundary conditions.

To illustrate this technique we consider a simple example where the Green function in the volume

enclosedby two ground-planes inclinedat an angle8, is to be found. (Fig.9)

If 27t/6 is an integral value (e.g. six in Fig.9), then theimage charges for Dirichlet boundary conditions

can be foundby dividing the entireplaneinto 2n/Q divisions and placingimagechargesas shownin Fig. 9.

The potential at any point Y in the enclosed region can be found by summing the potential contributions

due to each point charge. The interpretation of the Green function given in the last paragraph of the

previoussubsectioncan be clearly understood in this example. The chargesoutside of the volume enclosed

by the planes A and B are placed so as to obtain the necessaryboundary conditions on A and B.

The method of images can be extended to problems with dielectrics as well. Shown in Fig. 10 are the

image charges required to represent the potential due to a charge Q inside the medium of dielectric

Figure 9: The Inclined-Plane Problem

30

(40)
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constant e2 in the presence of a ground-plane. The image charges shown give the potential at any point

inside the medium 2 by the formula

v ; 4rce, -" r-r
Ln = 1'

(41)

where r'n is the location of the n-th image charge. The images are determined by first finding the image at

the dielectric interface, next reflecting the images in the ground-plane and so forth.

In the presence of multiple dielectrics, the method of images leads to several nested infinite-series. In

fact the method becomes unusable beyond three or four dielectrics, as the image charges in an N-layer

medium consist of N-1 nested summations, with each summation index going to infinity. This problem is

Medium 2 (£2)

Medium 1 (8i)

k =
£2i£i

e2+el

Figure 10: Two-Layer Dielectric Problem
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worse in finite-boundary problems, as the images are required to match the boundary conditions on the

side faces of the medium which adds more levels of nested summations.

Ref. [16] demonstrates a scheme to avoid the multiple levels of nesting. In this reference, the authors

replace the surface of eachdielectric layerwith a charge sheet to model its effect This technique however

increases the size of thematrix relating the potential andthecharge andrequires higherinversion time.

The Separation-of-Variables Technique

The separation-of-variables technique is a classical tool of electromagnetic theory which has been

utilized for analyzing problems long before the advent of modern digital computers. In this method, the

partial differential equation representing the action of the Laplacianoperator on the potential is reduced to

ordinary differential equations in the coordinate system of choice. The technique relies on the assumption

that the potential can be represented as a product of functions, each dependent on a fewer number of

coordinate variables than the overall potential function. For example, consider the Laplace equation in the

rectangular coordinate system. We have

V** =$4+i*+i4 =0 (42)

If we assume that

9x 3y 8z

(>(x,y,z) =X(x)Y(y)Z(z) (43)

then we can separate the Laplace equation as

xdx2 Ydy2 zdz2

Since the second derivatives of X, Y and Z must depend on x, y and z respectively, each of these terms

must be equal to a constant. If we set

l*X =-«U!<4=_|3>4i<W (45)
xdx2 W ' 'W

2 2 2
where a + P = y , then it can be seen that the solutions for X and Y are of the form exp (±iotx)

exp (±if3y) and that for Z is of the form exp (±yz) . Using this information and the knowledge of the
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boundary conditions, it is possible to find a solution for <J> fromX, Y andZ.

The SOV technique in different coordinate systems is discussed in [7]. The potential in the cylindrical

coordinatesystem can be expanded in terms of Bessel functions. In spherical coordinates, the potential can

be expressed in terms of Legendre polynomials. These solutions are not discussed here. Substrate

geometries in semiconductors conform to the rectangular system. Further, expansions based on Bessel

functions or the Legendre polynomials are computationally time consuming, and these functions are not an

attractive choice as basis functions.

In order to compute the potential due to a point charge in the rectangular coordinate system, one can

resort to two techniques. The first technique involves integrating over the point source discontinuity, and

matching potential and field boundary conditions in the plane of the point charge. The second technique

involves expressing the potential as an eigenfunction summation [7]. The second method can be

considerablyslower to converge than the formerand is not discussed. A discussion of the first technique is

reserved until Section 3.2.3, in which the Green function is derived for the substrate problem using this

technique.

5.2.2: Use ofthe Green Functionfor Parasitic Extraction

Once the Green function of the medium has been determined by using either of the techniques

discussed above, it is possible to compute the potential resulting from any known charge distribution in the

substrate. The use of the Green function for parasitic extraction is demonstrated by using the example in

Fig. 11. Fig. 11 considers a single-layer dielectric of infinite lateral extent and a finite thickness 'd'. Two

contacts are defined on the surface, and the equivalent capacitances between the two surface contacts are

to be determined. It is assumed that the Green function G(r, r') is already known.

If the contacts are treated as equipotential boundaries on part of the surface, the problem would be a

mixed boundary value problem, with the normal field specified on part of the surface and the potential on

the rest. This class of problems possesses a unique solution to the Laplace equation. However, very few

mixed-boundary value problems are amenable to direct solution techniques, and a purely theoretical

solution often requires making approximations of treating certain quantities as perturbations etc. In many
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cases, a rigorous solution may not even exist. Several mixed-boundary value problems are discussed in

[17].

The Green function technique solves this problem by finding charge distributions on the contacts which

provide an approximately constant potential on the surface of the contacts. A unit charge is distributed on a

contact and the potential resulting from this charge distribution on the same contact and all other contacts

is determined by means of the integral relation

<{) constant

4>(r) =Jp(r')G(r,r1)d3r, +£|(G^-^)ds'

<j)(r) = JpCOGtr.Odr'
v

(b)

Figure 11: Green Function based Extraction of the Substrate Macromodel

(46)
>. on any

v s

In the case of the mixed-boundary problem treated here or for Dirichlet boundaries the second term can be

set to zero and the integral equation reduced to

(47)
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This simplification is not possiblein Neumann boundary problems [7].

The potential at any point of the contactcan be taken as representative of the contactpotential, or the

average potential over the volume of the contact can be treated as the contact potential. If the second

definition is chosen then the integral equation in (47) is replaced by

$i =f JJpGdVjdv. (48)
!V,Vj

where Vj and Vj are the volumes ofcontact-i and contact-j respectively and p is the charge distribution on

contact-j. <j>j is the average potential on contact-i induced by the charge distribution p on contact-j. If a

uniform charge distribution ischosen over the volume ofcontact-j such that p = Qj/ Vj, then (48) becomes

*i =v^rJJGdvidvi (49)
i iv.v.

I J

By considering all combinations of contacts, in an N-contact problem, a matrix of coefficients relating the

potentials on various contacts to the charges Q is generated such that

[<p] = [P] [Q] (50)

The matrix [P] is known as the 'coefficient-of-potentiaT matrix. The inverse of this matrix relates the

charge vector to the potential vector and is the matrix of capacitive coefficients. It is also known as the

'coefficient-of-induction' matrix. If we represent this matrix by [c], we have

[q] = [c] [4>] (51)

The charge on any contact-i can be expressed in terms of contact potentials and the contact-to-contact

capacitance as

Qi = Ci0(*i) +Cil(4>i-<!>,) + ...+CiN(<I>i-<I>N) (52)

Ci0 is the capacitance between contact-i and the ground point Expanding the i-th row of (51) and

comparing with (52) we have
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( N ^
S cim (53)

\m=l /m#i

A single contact can be divided into sub-contacts for improved accuracy. The charge on the contact is then

found by setting all the sub-contacts to unit potential. A typical charge distribution on contacts in the two-

contact problem of Fig. 1la is shown in Fig. 1lb, where the charge density is depicted by the density of the

hatched lines. Usually it is necessary to subdivide the contacts to obtain accurate results. Different authors

use different subdivision schemes. The simplest scheme is to use uniform divisions. However, it is usually

a non-optimal solution and a moreefficient solution is to usefinergrids near the edgesof the contacts and

coarse grids in the interior of the contact [18].

It must be clarified that while in the numerical scheme discussed earlier the entire substrate is meshed,

this technique requires onlythe contacts to be meshed. This results in significantly smallermatrices. These

matrices are howeverdense, comparedto the numerical schemewhichresults in sparse matrices.

A uniform charge density has been used in this section. This is not necessary and spline

approximations [19] can also be used. However using splines makes the evaluation of (48) more

complicated.

3.2.3: ExtractionofSubstrateParasitics

The integrated-circuit substrate can be treated as a distributed resistance at low frequencies. Underthis

approximation the substrate can be treated as the specific case of a generalized multilayered dielectric

problem. In this case, we regard the substrate as an equivalent dielectric composed of several layers, each

of which has a dielectric constant proportional to the resistivity of the corresponding resistive substrate

layer. The resistive problem and the dielectric problem are equivalent in the electrostatic limit In the

resistive case the parasitics consist of resistors and relate the contact voltages and the contactcurrents. In

the dielectric case the parasitics are capacitors and relate contact potentials and contact charges. The

boundary conditionsbetween layers in the resistivecase require that the normal component of the current

density at the interface of two neighboring layers, say T and 4i+l\ be equal, that is

J = aE- = ct.^.E.... (54)
n ii l + l l+l v '
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The boundary conditions at the dielectric interface between two dielectric layers require that the normal

component of the electrical displacement be equal, that is

D = 6E- = e-^.E..,, (55)n 11 i+l i + l \""/

In both the resistive and the capacitive cases, the potential satisfies the Laplace equation. The parasitic

capacitance and the resistance extracted in the two cases are also in the same proportion. The capacitance

between any two contacts T and 'j' is defined as the ratio of the charge on contact-j to the potential of

contact-i, which can be set to unity. By use of Stoke's theorem that can be shown to be

C=--^E«ds (56)

where S is the surface area of the contact and E is the electric field in the medium.

In a similar manner the resistance between the contacts can be defined to be

i =-a|E •ds (57)
s

where a is the medium conductivity.

By treating a generalized dielectric problem, it is possible to include the susceptance of the substrate by

considering complex dielectric constants and determine the contact-to-contact impedance in the frequency

domain.

Fig. 12a depicts the cross-section of the equivalent dielectric substrate. The substrate consists of N

layers of dielectric constantse^ (k= -N to 0) of thicknesses d^ respectively. The bottom plane is considered

to be an ideal ground contact at potential zero, and the normal electric field is considered zero on the side

faces and on the surface.

The derivation of the Green function is shown in the Appendix A3.1. Here we consider only the case

when both the point charge and the point of observation are in the same dielectric layer £N.To a first order

the contacts are assumed to be planar and on the surface with z=z'=0.

The Green function is then given by
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where

Km = On = 0

where Cmn=0 for (m=n=0), 0,^=2 for m=0 or n=0 but m # n and C^ = 4 for all (m>0) and (n>0). G0 is

the term representing the m=n=0 case and is shown in (62).

f _ 1 ^PNtanh(ymnd)4-rN
m" abYmneN pN + rNtanh(ymnd)

»mn tJHt
(3N and rN are computed recursively from equations

t
• q (x,y,z)

.P(x',y',2') ^^-^

£n^

^a£2

£i

£o ^^^
^<^U

\^
\

<j)=0

Figure 12a: Substrate Cross-Section
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(58)

(59)

(60)
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— cosh2(0k) - sinh2(6k) ,[— - 1Jcosh (0k) sinh (0k)
ek ^ ek '

(1 -^ jcosh (0k) sinh(0k) ,cosh2(6k) --^sinh2(0k)
_^ £k ' £k

where 1 < k < N and 0k=Ymn(d-dk)> Po=1 a*10" ro=°-

For m=n=0

G -J-xlJS0 ^eNXpN

-k-l

;k-l
-1 Ok1

\ *k )

Pk-1
rk.i
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pfc.. (61)
k-l

(62)

(63)

wherePq=1 and To=d.

If surface contacts are considered, then the volume integrals in (49) are replaced by equivalent surface

integrals, that is

*= h\\G^ (64)
J is^

The above definition is used tofind py = <|>j/Qj for any two contacts i and j defined on the surface by Xand

Y coordinates (aj, a2), (bj, b^ and (a3, a4) and (D3, b4) respectively, as shown in Fig. 12b. 'py' is then

given by

Pii =
,J ab^ft,

00 °° 2.2

m = 0n = 0

mn 2 2 4
m n n

ŝin^mTt—J - sin^mTt—J II sinl m7i—J - sinl m7C—JJ
(a^a,) (a4-a3)

(sin(n7C-iJ- sin(nTr^j)(sin(nii-i)- sin(n^j)
(b2-b,) (b4-b3)

Three-dimensional contacts, where the Z-dimension must be included are considered in Appendix

(65)
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A3.2. The three-dimensional nature of the contacts will be of importance only when the side-wall areas of

the contacts are comparable to the bottom-wall areas. In mostapplications, this is not the caseand a simple

two-dimensional calculation should suffice. However, the three-dimensional structure can be included with

a small computational penalty by using the method discussed in A3.2.

3.2.3.1: Fast Computation of the Coefficient-of-Potential Matrix

The doubly infinite series in (65) is slow to converge, requiring large upper limits M and N for the

indices m and n to achieve an acceptable error. For a single layer, we have from (59)

f = Wmn (66)
mn abYmn60

To consider the worst possible case for convergence, consider the case in (65) where m7i(((a4(2)-a3(i))/a)

« 1, n7C(((D4{2)-b3(i))/b) « 1 and Ymnd > *• This wiU be the case for small contact areas and large

substrate dimensions (a, b) and (d > a, b). In this case the series for p1} can be approximated by

M N

Pij = Z, 2* Cmnaby g '
m =0n =0 au'mnc0

This series begins to converge once the conditions nrn(((a4(2)-a3(i))/a) « 1 and ti^(Cb^yb^i^/b) «

1 are no longer satisfied at sufficiently large values of m and n. Before that however, the series above

behaves as a divergent series. Hence in order to get accurate results, the upper limits M and N must be

sufficiently large.

For J contacts on the surface, the size of the [P] matrix is J2. If each element of the series in (65) is

computed J2 times using a direct computation approach, then this method will not possess much advantage

over the numerical scheme. In fact this problem has traditionally led to a rejection of the series form of the

Green function for parasitic extraction. However, this problem can be eliminated by use of the Discrete

Cosine Transform as described below.

By use of the identity

( ai"\ ( *\\ ( ( (\-*\)\ ( (ai+ai)Y\sin^nwi-Jsinl mn-J = 0.5^cos^nnt ^-J +cos^mrc —)) (67)
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(65) can be rewritten as a sum of 64 terms of the form

£ £ kmncosW^))cos(„,(^)) (68)
m = 0n = 0

2, 2

where kmn = -|—-f^C,,,,,.
m n 7i

Let the ratios of the contact coordinates and the substrate dimensions be expressed as ratios of integers

such that

\ Pk.bjc _ 5k
a P'b " Q

Then (68), summed to upper limits P-l and Q-l, can be expressed as

m = On = 0

The two-dimensional Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) of any series k^, is defined as

P-1Q-1 , V f V
Kpq=IX k«»«»l»^J«»(»«aj (71)

m = 0n = 0

The DCT can be computed in a very efficient manner by use of the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm as

shown in Appendix A3.3.

Eq. (70) cannot directly be considered to be the DCT of k^ because of the presence of the terms

(Pl,2+P3,4) an^ fal.2"^,^- These indices have an upper limit going up to 2P and 2Q respectively unlike

the indices in (71) which are restricted to P-l and Q-l. However, the properties of the DCT shown in (72a-

c) allow the computation of (70) from the DCT of k^ as expressed in (71).

K(2P-P,q) = KP.q (72a)

K(p,2Q-q) = Kp.q (72b)

K(2P-p,q) = Kp,q (72c)

By use of the DCT, computation of the [P] matrix proceeds in the sequence of steps shown below.

1] Input substrate data. This includes the thickness and dielectric constants of the various dielectric

(69)
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layers composing the substrate.

2] Compute f^ as shown in (59)-(63)and k^,.

3] Compute the DCT of k^.

4] Read in contact X and Y coordinates and compute the equivalent integer representation of the

coordinates as in (69).

5] Compute (65) using (68).

6] Generate matrix [P] by computing all possible combinations of contacts.

7] Invert [P] to generate [c] as in (51) and extract contact-to-contact parasiticas in (53).

8] If recomputation needsto be donewithdifferent contactcoordinates go to step4 above.

Once theDCT of k^ has been computed, it canbestored as a matrix and need notbe recomputed for

different surface contact configurations. This feature makes this method particularly suitable for

optimization related tasks, where the designer wishes to experiment with the layout of the contacts. An

updated [P] matrix canbe generated by simply accessing theappropriate elements of theDCT array.

The new [P] matrix, resulting from varying the contact coordinates, differs from the old one only in

those elements which correspond to the displaced contacts. If only a few contacts are displaced, then the

inverse of the new [P]matrix canbe computed from thatof the oldonein a very efficient manner by use of

the Sherman-Morrisonformula as discussed in 3.2.4.2.The DCT computation itself is very fast, as it relies

on the FFT algorithm.

As stated in the paragraph preceding (48), it is possible to regard the potential at any point on the

contact as thecontact potential, or one may average thepotential over the volume of thecontact Using the

average potential as is done in (65) results in a symmetric [P] matrix. Symmetric matrices have several

advantages over asymmetric matrices with regards to computational efficiency. One advantage is that only

one half of a symmetric matrix needs to be computed. It is also easier to invert a symmetric matrix as

discussed below.

3.2.4: Matrix Inversion

Once the [p] matrix has been computed from the 2DFFT array, thematrix must be inverted to obtain
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the [c] matrix. The matrix is first decomposed using the symmetric Choleski LU-decomposition technique

[19], followed by an inversion of the L matrix. The capacitors are then extracted from the inverse of the

[L] matrix.1

3.2.4.1: The Symmetric Choleski Decomposition

This technique for LU decomposition is convenient for symmetric matrices. The U matrix is a

transpose of the L matrix. The L matrix is determined by solving the following equations for the elements

of the matrix.

ln 0

l21 *22

^1 *n2

11 *21 • • 1.1 Pll P21 "Pill

o in.
1 1 1

= P21 P22
1 1

•Pn2
1

1 1 •

0 0 .

1 1 1

Pal Pn2

1

'" Pnn

The solution to the above set of equations can be found by the following algorithm.

1»cj =

j-i

Pkj- XWjn
^ U=1 k-l

k-l ^2

Pkk" X ^n
n=l '

*kk ~ ;k = 1,...,N

(73)

(74)

(75)

where Nis the size ofmatrix A. The above decomposition requires approximately N3/6 multiplications.

Since [L] is a lower triangular matrix, so is [L]"1. The inverse of [L] can be computed in a

straightforward manner [19] and requires approximately N3/6 multiplications. The matrix of capacitive

coefficients [c] is the product of [L]'1 and {[L]1}'1. For a single calculation of the capacitances, it is

unnecessary to compute [c], as shown below. Avoiding computation of [c] reduces the total multiplication

count in the algorithm.

In order to extract the contact-to-contact capacitance from any one contact (assume T) to all other

contacts, all the subdivisions of contact-i are set to unit potential, while all other contact subdivisions are

1. If [P] is not symmetric then regularLU decomposition must be used, and both [L] and [U] need to be inverted. Thus symmetric [P]
matrices are advantageous.
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set to zero. The capacitance connected between contact-i and contact-j is then given by the ratio of the total

charge on contact-j to the potentialon contact-iwhichis set to unity.

Let contact-i haveNj subdivisions, andcontact-j haveMj subdivisions. Further, let the chargeon the n-

th subdivision of 'j' be given by Q^, while the element of [c] representing interaction between the m-th

division of 'i' and the n-th division of 'j' be given by c^K Then the capacitance between contact-i and

contact-j is given by

N, N, / M, \

Cij = Z<£- X XCmn -XWW
n=l n =lVm=l J ».J q^1-0,9|,ol

(76)

TT 1 1

where ^ is thepotential on them-thsubdivision of contact-i and [c]=([L] *) [L] .

If the expression for [c] is used in the calculation, it can be seen that it is unnecessary to compute [c]

explicitly. The matrix [L]"1 is first multiplied by the vector [<|>], which extracts an Nby Ni sub-matrix from

[L]"1. This sub-matrix is then multiplied with ([L]7)"1 to obtain Qj.

3.2.4.2: The Sherman-Morrison Formula

In certain substrate parasitic extraction tasks, the circuit designer may wish to experiment with the

layout of a few devices. If only a few devices are displaced, then only those elements of the [p] matrix,

which relate the displaced contacts with the other contacts, are changed. In order to recompute the

substrate macromodel in such a case, it is unnecessary to perform the LU decomposition and the inversion

steps by the use of the Sherman-Morrison formula.

Consider the layoutin Fig. 13. If contact-i shown in the figure is moved to a new location, then only

those rows and columns of [p] which involve the subdivisions of contact-i, will be affected. We shall

assume that the contact-i is transformed to contact-i* in a sequence of steps (1 to 4 in Fig. 13) in which

each of the subdivisions is moved to the new coordinates.

Consider thedisplacement of ij to ij*. This displacement causes onerow andonecolumn of the[p] matrix

to change. Let the changes to the row be represented by a vector 8pr and the changes to the column by

8pc. 6pc is thetranspose of5pr Let [p] bechanged to [p]+8pn represented by [p'], where theelements of
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Figure 13: Layout-Optimization Problem

8prare addedto the appropriate rowof [p] which wereferto as row-k. The inverseof [p'] is relatedto the

[p]"1 or[c] by the following relation.

[p,rl =[c]_[c]k([c].5Pr)
l+8pr» [c]k

where [c]k is the k-th column of matrix [c]. The above is the Sherman-Morrison formula. A similar

approach is followed to compute the effectof 8pcon the inverse of the matrix.

The procedure is repeated for displacements 2-4 as well. Each step of the Sherman-Morrison formula

requires 2N2 operations. This is a significant improvement over the N3 order of the matrix inversion

process.

3.2.5: Improvements to theModel

3.2.5.1: Lateral Variations in the Dielectric Constant

The Green function technique is limited to planar structures and it is usually difficult to develop

analytical models for handling lateral variations in the dielectric constant If these variations are localized

and small, then their boundaries can be treated as equipotentials. The more general case of large regions of

lateral variation in the dielectric constant requires a combination of analytical and numerical techniques.

(77)
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An example of a large lateral variation is a deep and wide oxide trench on the surface of the substrate.

The algorithm for tackling problems with lateral resistivity variations is explained by considering a

specific example shown in Fig. 14a. The macromodel for two contacts shown above is to be extracted,

given a large area ofdielectric constant £* between the two contacts. As shown in Fig. 14b, where only the

top layer of the substrate has been shown, the problem can be considered to be a superposition of two

z=-d-7

z=-di

Figure 14a: Lateral Variation in the Dielectric Constant

Contacts (3...N)

representing lateral variation

in dielectric constant.

Figure 14b: A Technique to Model Lateral Dielectric Constant Variations
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problems.

The first problem consists of the original contacts and several equivalent contacts (3-N) in the region

where the lateral variation in the dielectric constant was located. The dielectric constant of the entire top-

layer is assumed to be eN and the capacitance mesh for contacts 1-N are computed using the Green

function technique. In the second problem the equivalent capacitance matrix for a material of dielectric

constant £*-£n is calculated. This isa simple grid representation ofthis material. This grid is then placed in

parallel with contacts 3-N in the circuit simulator in order to compute the effect of the lateral variation in

the dielectric constant.

This method should be used only in places where the accuracy may be seriously compromised if the

lateral variation is not considered. This is so because the additional contacts used to represent the lateral

variations increase the size of the [P] matrix and also increase the matrix size in the circuit simulator.

3.2.5.2 Reducing the Complexity of the Substrate Problem

The number of model elements generated by the substrate simulator grows approximately as N(N+l)/2,

for N contacts on the surface. The substrate model is included in a circuit simulator. With the 0(N2)

growth of the substrate-model impedance matrix size, it is easy to see that the substrate sub-circuit can

slow down the circuit simulator operation for large values of N. For example, the substrate simulator will

generate approximately 500,000 resistors for a 1000 contact problem. The substrate simulator will itself be

slow because the inversion of the dense [P] matrix is an 0(N3) operation.2 It is thus necessary to explore

algorithms which can reduce the size of the impedance matrices extracted by the substrate simulator.

One such algorithm, which is used to make the admittance matrix [y] sparse, is presented in this

section. Consider the hypothetical problem shown in Fig. 15a below. The substrate shown in the figure has

N contacts on the surface. Each contact is connected to ground by an arbitrary impedance. This impedance

can include the reactance of the substrate capacitance and any external impedance connected to the contact

on the surface of the substrate. When all the impedance values are zero, that is, all the contacts are at

perfect grounds, the only current-flow path that can exist between any pair of contacts i and j is modeled

2. After the firstinversion is performed,optimizationwill not be slow, if the Sherman-Morrison formulais employed, as discussed in
Section 3.2.4.2.
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by the coefficient yy of the admittance matrix, depicted by the shaded line in the figure. If, however, the

impedances Zk shown inFig. 15a arenonzero, the dominant current path will notbe the direct-path vy, but

will consist of the intermediate paths between the contacts as shown in the figure in solid lines. It is

possible that the current flowing through the intermediate paths exceeds the direct-path current In such a

case, the coefficient yy canbe set to zero in the matrix [y], without significantly compromising accuracy.

Hence if allimpedance values Zk areknown, then for any row T of the matrix [y], all theelements yy, for

which the indirect current paths dominate, can be set to zero.

Quantitatively, when contact-j is at ground and contact-i is at unit potential, the voltages at all other

contacts are given by the following equation, where for simplicity, the contact-impedances have been

considered to be resistive (R^).

y21 (ya+jr)

yki yk2

yNi yN2

yik

y2k

iy*+k)

yNk

ym

y2N

ykN

v, -yu

V2 -721

Vk -yw

k ryNi

(yNN+%)

(78)
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Once the voltages Vk are computed from the above equation, thecurrent Ij can be computed from the

following equation

'j-yji+XyjkVk
k=l k*i,k*j

'yji' can beignored orsettozero whenever the following condition issatisfied

N

Syjkv.
k=l

>*
k*i, k*j

(79)

(80)

The following strategy has been employed to implement the above scheme (Fig. 15b). To find the

interactions between any contact-I and other contacts, the surface of the substrate is partitioned with

contact-I at the center. All interactions in the partition which includes contact-I, called the central partition,

Complete problem

Central partition Central contact

p Q

Expand central partition to include

another contact.

Partitioned problem

Equivalent contact to model P and Q

No

K

Is (80) satisfied by all contacts

in the central partition?

Yes

Regenerate partitions with J as
the central contact

Figure 15b: Partitioning of the Substrate Problem
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are computed explicitly. The interaction between I (called the central contact) and the contacts lying

outside the central partition are not computed explicitly. Instead equivalent contacts, placed at the center of

the other partitions, are used to model the influence of the contacts belonging to those partitions on the

contacts in the central partition. The area of an equivalent contact in a partition is set equal to the sum of

the areas of all contacts lying in that partition. The central partition is expanded to include contacts until

the condition expressed in (80) is satisfied3. This step isiterated for all contacts, by treating each contact as

a central contact and by generating new partitions to compute direct interactions for each contact. These

steps are shown in Fig. 15b.

An exponential-square partitioning scheme is shown in Fig. 15b. The central partition and the eight

partitions in its immediate neighborhood are of minimum area. The subsequent partitions grow by powers

of three for distant contacts (Fig. 15c). Similar partitioning schemes have been used in the past in

algorithms which employ the multipole approach [20].

The size of the [P] matrix to be inverted is reduced considerably by the use of the equivalent contacts

to model distant contacts. A reduction in the size of [P] lowers the substrate simulator inversion time

Chip Boundary

Central

Contact

Equivalent
contact

Figure 15c: An Exponential Partitioning Scheme

3. A fixed ratio of the LHS and the RHS of (80) can also be used as the threshold.

Partitions
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significantly. This technique has beenapplied to largeproblems, for example, the partialadmittance matrix

of a 2500 contact problem was extracted in 67 minuteson a DEC Alpha workstation.

Thepartition technique shown above has notbeen optimized. Morerobustand accurate schemes need

to be researched. There are some problems with this form of partitioning. One problem is that since the

partitions are changed foreach contact thesize of theequivalent contacts in non-central partitions are also

different Thus the boundary conditions can be different for each contact If contact-i is a central contact

with contact-j inside the central partition, then the yy obtained from this partition can, in general, be

different from the value yjj obtained when 'j' is the central contact and T is within the central partition.

The capability to generate equivalent contacts to simplify the inversion is made possible by the use of

the DCT. This feature is not possible if the Green function is computed explicitly.

3.3: Comparison of Techniques

Two techniques have beenpresented in this chapter for computing the substrate macromodels. The first

technique is purely numerical while the second utilizes a combination of numerical and analytical

methods. In this section, a general comparison of the techniques will be carried out. The advantages and

the disadvantages of each technique will be listed and discussed.

The primary advantage of the integral-equation technique is the speed of computation, which was

found to be significantly superior to the numerical technique. Simultaneous-Over-Relaxation was

employed in the purely numerical technique. A comparison of the computation time required in two

problems is shown in the tables below. The first problem is that of a single square contact on a uniform

substrate. The computation time for the numerical and the DCT based techniques are compared. The

computation time in the numerical schemeis small for a small numberof grid points, but becomes large as

the number of points is increased. It can be seen from Table 1 that the accuracy of the result in the

numerical technique is poor for a small number of grid points. Table 1 also lists the computation time if the

[P] matrix is computed explicitly without using the DCT. As can be seen the computation time is large. For

J contacts the time required in the direct computation will increase asJ2. Thus the Green function must be

computed by using the DCT.
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The second problemconsidered is that of four contacts laid out in a row. The time required to compute

the ten element macromodel is shown in Table 2. The computation time of the DCT based technique is

again seen to be superior.

The time required to compute the DCT was seventy five seconds for a 512*512 point DCT. This is a

setup time and is not a part of the actual computation time.All of the abovesimulations were performedon

an IBM RS 6000 workstation.

The memory requirement is defined as the number of double precision words required in each

technique. For achieving good accuracy, the memory requirement of the numerical technique is seen to be

very large. The major memory utilization in the DCT based technique is for the storage of the DCT

elements. Thus the memory requirement for the DCT technique is nearly the same for both the problems

simulated. Another advantage of the DCT technique can be realized by generating the [P] matrix directly

from the DCT array during computation. By adopting this procedure the [P] matrix does not have to be

stored explicitly. The computational penalty is small, since the calculation of the p-coefficients from the

DCT array simply requires sixty four additions, as discussed in Section 3.2.3.1.

Technique Memory Computation time (s) Resistance (CI)

FD(3920pts.) 19k 15 233

FD(6480pts.) 32k 35 273

FD (13520 pts.) 67k 75 298

FD (35280 pts.) 176k 180 311

FD (109520 pts.) 547k 674 318

Green function 10k 190 345

DCT 263k 1 340

Table 1: Resistance of a single contact to the backplane using the three techniques

Technique Computation time (s) Memory

DCT 2 263k

FD (50000 pts.) 1174 250k

Table 2: Four-contact problem using the DCT and the FD Techniques
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A problem with the numerical technique is that the number of mesh points rises rapidly with the

number of contacts, since the X and Y extent of each contact must be meshed fine enough to provide

reasonable accuracy. The mesh extends on the areas of the chip not occupied by the contacts as well. In

small problemswith few contacts, it may be possible to make the mesh coarse in regions far away from the

contacts. This will most probably not be possible in a large problem with several hundred contacts. To

illustrate the problem we consider a hypothetical case consisting of hundred surface contacts, distributed

on the surface such that the X and Y coordinates of no two contacts overlap. Let the X and Y dimensions

of all contacts be meshed into five points along the two axes. Let the region between any two contacts be

also similarly meshed into five grid lines in the X and Y directions. The number of X and Y grid lines will

thus each be in the order of a thousand. The number of points on the surface will be in the order of a

million. Further, to simulate the vertical extent of substrate, if we conservatively use twenty planes, then

the total number of grid points will be in the order of several million. If the resistivity varies significantly

in the vertical direction, then the number of Z-planes required will increase. The computation time for

problems of this magnitude will always be large, regardless of the technique used to solve the system of

equations. The power of the DCT based technique lies in the fact that meshing needs to be done only in the

region of the contacts, not in the bulk.

Another disadvantage of the numerical technique is that for optimization, if a single contact is varied,

then the entire problem has to be recomputed. This is not a problem with the DCT technique since the

Sherman-Morrison formula can be utilized very efficiently for this process.

An advantage of the purely numerical technique is its versatility. The technique can be used to model

lateral variations in resistivity without any overheads, unlike the DCT based method.
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Chapter 4: Substrate Coupling in Integrated Circuits

In this chapter, the effects of substrate coupling in integrated circuits are considered. The chapter

begins with a discussion of substrate coupling in different substrate types. Two types of substrates are

analyzed (Fig. 1). These substrates have been chosen as they are widely used in industry. Other substrate

cross-sections can be simulated by using the technique as well. The conclusions regarding the nature of

coupling are behavioral and the exact magnitude of coupling must be simulated for individual cases.

Substrate taps and guard rings are commonly used in mixed analog-digital designs. Typical

improvements in isolation, which may be expected from the use of these grounding schemes in different

substrate types are presented in the following section. An attemptis made to provide simple guidelines for

effective guard ring layout. The cases where guard rings may not be useful are also discussed. Since guard

rings can take up a significant amount of chip area, this knowledge is useful. It is also possible that the use

of guard rings can actually worsen isolation. This issue is also addressed in this chapter.

Substrate coupling can have different types of effects in different circuit applications. In general these

effects may be divided into two types. The first class of effects involve those in which one circuit

influences the performance of another on the same substrate. The second class of effects are those in which

the finite substrate impedance effects the performance of a single circuit block, without interaction from

other circuits. An example of the first class of interaction is the noise injection into a low-noise amplifier

(LNA) in the presence of a switching ring oscillator on the same substrate. The lowering of the noise

figure and the bandwidth of an LNA due to the substrate parasitic belong to the second class of effects.

Several such circuit-level effects of substrate coupling are discussed by using the simulator described in

the previous chapter and the circuit simulator SPICE.

4.0: Substrate Coupling in Different Substrate Types

Shown in Fig. 1 are two substrates which are studied and compared in this section. The figure is

repeated here for convenience (Fig. 16). The first substrate consists of a thin surface buried-p region of 1-

2|im thickness and a highly resistive bulk region of resistivity in the range of 10-30Q-cm. This substrate is

used in certain BiCMOS processes. The low-resistivity surface-layer serves as a channel-stop layer for
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MOSFETS, reduces CMOS latch-up and raises the surface inversion potential under the field oxide. The

second substrate is used in CMOS processes. The epi-layer thickness is approximately 5-15|im with a

resistivity of about 5-20£2-cm. Some processes have a thin channel-stop implant at the surface,

approximately 0.5-1urn thick, with a lower resistivity in the range of 0.5-l£2-cm. The bulk region is

heavily doped, with a resistivity of about 10-lOOmQ-cm, and a thickness in the range of 100-400pm. This

substrate is called the low-resistivity substrate.

The simulation technique discussed in Chapter 3 is applied to study the substrate coupling in these

substrates. The behavior of the substrate model elements in the low- and high-resistivity substrates is

presented in Section 4.0.1. The isolation provided by the two substrates between single-ended contacts is

discussed in the next section. Differential circuits are known to provide better isolation than single-ended

circuits. Typical improvements in isolation, achievable on the two types of substrates, are discussed in

Section 4.0.3. Substrate coupling is strongly dependent on the load-impedances used on-chip. An analysis

of this dependence is presented in Section 4.0.4. As discussed in Chapter 2, some devices inject and

receive substrate noise by non-capacitive mechanisms. Substrate coupling caused by these effects is

discussed in Section 4.0.5.

In the simulations discussed below, different values have been used for layer resistivities as shown in

Fig. 16. These values are indicated in each of the simulations, and referred to as ph(i_3) and pl(i_4) in the

lum

400pm

p-type -0.1 Qrcm(phj)

p- sub -20-50 Q-cm (ph2)

Backplane contact epoxy (ph3)

l|im

10urn

300pm

Figure 16a: High-Resistivity Substrate

p-type - lfl-cm (p\{)

p-type - 10-15 Q-cm (pl2)

p+ sub - lm£2-cm(pl3)

Backplane contact epoxy (PI4)

Figure 16b: Low-Resistivity Substrate
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case of the high- and low-resistivity substrates respectively. The bottom layer in both substrates is the

epoxy material used to attach the die to the package. A high-resistivity epoxy is used in some packages,

while a conductive material is used in others. The value of the resistivity used in the particular experiment

is indicated. The thick line at the bottom of each figure illustrates the die header metal. Other relevant

variables, such as contact-to-contact distances and junction capacitance values, are also mentioned in each

section.

4.0.1: Variation ofModel Elementsas FunctionsofPosition and ContactArea

This experiment demonstrates the behavior of the substrate model elements as functions of area and the

distance between them. This section merely serves to illustrate the behavior of model elements. Circuit

related issues are discussed in later sections.

The resistance of a square surface-contact to the backplane is shown in Fig. 17a and Fig. 17b, for a

high and a low-resistivity substrate respectively. The contact is placed at the center of the substrate. The
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variation of the backplane resistance as a function of thecontact dimension is shown in eachfigure.

The resistancein the high-resistivity substrate showsa weak logarithmicdependenceon the dimension

of the contact, while the resistance in the low-resistivity substrate is a much stronger function of the

contact dimension (In (R) «= -in (a)). In the case of the high-resistivity substrates, the presence of the

low-resistivity epi-layer on the surface of the high-resistivity bulk region tends to increase the fringing

fields. Thus the effective contact area appears to be much greater than the physical contact area. This

explains the weak dependence of the resistance on the contact area. In the low-resistivity substrates, the

presence of the thick low-resistivity bulk region very close to the surface reduces fringing fields. Thus a

nearly inverse dependence of the contact resistance on the contact area is observed. The pl2=l case does
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not satisfy the inverse dependence very well for small contact areas, since the presence of the low-

resistivity epi-layer increases the fringing effect

The dependence of three model-elements, in a two-contact problem, as a function of the distance

between the contacts is shown in Fig. 18c-e. The layout of the problem is shown in Fig. 18a. Fig. 18b

Figure 18a: Contact Layout
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depicts the model for the two-contact problem. The three resistance elements as a function of the distance

between the contacts for the two substrate types are shown in Fig. 18c-e. Contacts 1 and 2, shown in Fig.

18a, are moved apart along a central axis as indicated in the figure.

The contacts are assumed to be equidistant from the center for all values of5.Hence the resistors Rlg

and R2g in Fig. 18b areequal, and only one of them is shown in the figures. Theelement R12 in a low-

resistivity substrate, with an infinitely large value of the epoxy resistivity, is shown in Fig. 18c 4. Rlg and

R2g areomitted from this graph since they are infinitely large. RJ2 increases until thedistance between the

two contacts is about 40pm, and then becomes independent of distance. The current flow in this case is

mostly through the low-resistivity bulkand notthrough the surface as the surface resistivity is high. Thus

the behavior shown in Fig. 18c can be expected. The implications of this behavior for isolation are

discussed later.

The model elements for a low-resistivity substrate with epoxy resistivity of zero are shown in Fig.
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18d. The value of Rj2 is seen to rise rapidly to a very large value, as a function of distance. The presence

of the low-resistivity region very close to the surface leads to this dependence. The bulk region acts as a

very good ground-plane and prevents lateral flow of substrate current. Rlg is small and asymptotes to a

constant value after 50pm separation.

The behavior of the model elements for a high-resistivity substrate is shown in Fig. 18e. The

resistance between the two contacts increases monotonically as can be expected. The resistance to the

backplane is not a monotonic function of separation. It is large when the two contacts are close, which

implies that a significant portion of the current flow is in the surface region. As the distance between the

contacts increases, most of the current flow is to the backplane, which causes a decrease in the resistance

to the backplane. When the contacts are brought near the edge of the substrate, the effective resistivity of

the substrate increases, as the resistivity beyond the edge is infinite. This leads to the increase in the

backplane resistance for a large5 in Fig. 18e.

The examples considered in this section are simple. These examples merely serve to illustrate that the

behavior of the model elements is physically correct and can be intuitively explained.

4.0.2: Isolation between Single-Ended Contacts with Capacitive Injection andReception Mechanisms

In this section, the isolation between single-ended contacts on the same substrate will be examined.

Isolation between contacts is defined as the ratio of the voltage swing on the receiver contact to the voltage

swing on the injector contact. The isolation between two contacts depends on several factors besides the

substrate model elements. These include the contact-to-substrate capacitance, the backplane contact

impedance, the frequency of operation and the load impedance connected to the receiver contact The

receiver contact load may be, for example, the load resistance connected to the collector of a BJT. The

collector of the device acts as a receiver due to the collector-to-substrate capacitance. The load has a

significant influence on the magnitude of the isolation since the voltage on the receiver node depends on

the value of the load. The variation of substrate coupling as a function of the load impedance will be

examined in Section 4.0.4. For determining all the other dependencies of substrate noise, the receiver

impedance will be considered to be a 50£2 resistance. The definition of isolation is illustrated in Fig. 19a,
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with all the above mentioned factors included. The backplane impedance has been assumed to be

inductive. This represents the inductance of a bond-wire connected to the backplane to achieve a ground

contact. In order to simulate substrates without a ground contact, ph3 and pl4 can be made very large

compared to ph(i_2) and pl(i.3) respectively (Fig. 16). The surface-layout of the problem simulated is

shown in Fig. 19b.

In order to be accurate, the bond-wire inductance between the node shown as contact-2 and the output

at Vrcv must be included in the model. However, this smdy is simply behavioral. A complete model must

be used for a specific simulation. By default, the two contacts are assumed to be squares of 50pm sides.

Low-Resistivity Substrates

The isolation between two surface contacts for alow-resistivity substrate (for pl4 = «> and pl4 = 0)5

is shown in Fig. 19c and Fig. 19d for two values of the contact-to-substrate capacitance 0.3pF and 0.8pF

respectively. If these junctions were formed by NMOS devices with a combined device drain and source

area of 2500 pm2, then the per unit area depletion capacitance values for these processes would be

1.2 x 10 and 3.2 x 10 F/m2 respectively, which are fairly typical numbers. The parameters varied in
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Figure 19a: Substrate Model
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Figure 19b: ContactLayout

5.Thecase pl^ = «• cannot besimulated byusing avery large backplane impedance with themodel values for the pl4 = 0 case. The

twoproblems have different boundary conditions. Setting pl4 = «> simulates theabsence of abackplane (Neumann boundary condi

tion). In the latter case, the backplane isalways an equipotential face, regardless ofthe value of Lgnd.
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this study areL^, thedistance between thetwo nodes and thefrequency (0.1GHz and 1GHz).

Curves (1) and (2), in Fig. 19c and Fig. 19d, represent the isolation for the case pl4 = ©o at 100MHz

and 1GHz respectively. The isolation is seen to be almost independent of the distance between the two

contacts. This is due to the fact that the resistance R12 is much smaller than the reactance of C^^ and

Csub2 at the frequencies shown here. Thus Vrcv is related to V^ by the ratio of the resistor R12 and the

reactance of the series combination of CSU5i and CSU52. Thisis not a favorable environment for applications

requiring high isolation since increasing the separation between the injector and receiver contacts is not

helpful.

For the case pl4 = 0 and Lgnd # 0, (curves 3-8), the isolation becomes independent ofdistance after a

certain critical distance. Su et al. [21] found this critical distance to be four times the epitaxial thickness in

their experiments. In fact, this distance is a function of the backplane impedance and varies from 2.5-5

times the epitaxial layer thickness (10pm) for L^ in the range of l-5nH at 1GHz. For Lgnd = 0, the

isolation continues to increase with increasing distance.
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The isolation is very sensitive to the backplane impedance in these substrates. For a constant contact-to-

contact distance, the variation in the substrate isolation is very large over the range of backplane

inductance considered. Providing a small backplane impedance is critical in these substrates. If we assume

that the reactance of the Csubl and Csub2 is small, the load resistance is small and R12 can be ignored (Fig.

18d), then the isolation between the contacts is governed by the following impedance

Z12'0»)=Rlg+R2r£^S (81)
gnd

This is the impedance looking into the substrate between contacts 1 and 2 (Fig. 19e). The assumptions

made here are not restrictive and are applicable in many cases where substrate coupling is significant. The

sensitivity SL n isgiven by
gnd

|Zt2| _ ((A|Z12|)/|Z12|) _
kjnd ~

(Ri8 "Rag)'
((ALgnd) /Lgnd) (Rjg |, R2g) 2+(wL^d) 2 (82)

where (Rlg ||Rjg) = (RlgxR2g)/(R,g +R2g) .

The sensitivity is large for Rlg II R2g » (u)Lgnd) which implies that for small values ofL^, a small

change inL^ will cause a large fractional change inthe isolation. This behavior is evident inFig. 19c and
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Fig. 19d.

The backplane inductance becomes a more severe problem for isolation between large contacts. This is

so because the resistance to the backplane falls almost inversely with contact area. Thus Z'12(jco) at high

frequencies falls inversely with area too which implies that the high-frequency isolation worsens almost

linearly with area. The reactance of Csub also falls as the inverse of contact area. Thus the isolation will

degrade considerably with area in these substrates.

The isolation values are seen to be very good for small ground-plane inductance values (curves (7)-

(10)), especially at 100MHz.This is expected since as discussedin the previous section the low-resistivity

bulk restricts lateral current flow.

Comparison of Fig. 19c and Fig. 19d shows that the isolation degrades as the capacitance Csub

increases.

High-Resistivity Substrates

The isolation between two surface contacts for a high-resistivity substrate (for ph3 = <*> and

ph3 = 0) is shown in Fig. 19f and Fig. 19g. Csub has been set to 0.3pF in Fig. 19f and to 0.8pF inFig.

19g.

Curves (1) and (2) depict the isolation for ph3 = oo. In this case, the isolation is seen to be weakly

dependent on the distancebetween the contacts at 1GHz. This is so because the valueof R12 is comparable

to the reactance of Csub at this frequency. At 100MHz, the capacitive reactance is much larger than R12.

Thus the isolation is independent of distance as in the previous section.

For ph3 = 0 the isolation is seen to be weakly dependent on the value of the backplane inductance,

unlike that in the low-resistivity substrates. This is due to the significant surface conduction in these

substrates. Curves (4) and (6) almost coincide in both Fig. 19f and Fig. 19g, which implies that almost all

of the coupling takes place through the surface-layers. Since a significant part of the current flows at the

surface, substrate taps can be expected to be more efficient in these substrates compared to the low-

resistivity substrates. This is indeed the case as will be discussed later.
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The effective substrate impedance Z'i2(j(0) in these substrates is a much weaker function of contact

area. Thus the isolation does not degrade as rapidly as in the previous case with area. This is especially

true for larger areas, when the capacitive reactance of Csub is small, and the isolation between the two

contacts is dominated by Z*i2(j(0).

Another consequence of the surface conduction is that the isolation continues to improve as the

distance between contacts increases, even for finite values of the backplane impedance.
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4.0.3: Improvement in Isolation in Differential Circuits with Capacitive Injection and Reception

Mechanisms

Differential circuits are often preferred over single-ended circuits in noisy environments. This is so

because the noise appears as a common-mode signal on the differential outputs. The differential noise

signal is typically several orders of magnitude smaller than what would be observed in a single-ended

implementation of the circuit. The use of differential circuits in applications requiring a high power-supply-

rejection-ratio (PSRR) is a typical example.

In this section, the use of differential circuits to reduce substrate noise is discussed. As in the previous

section, the two types of substrates shown in Fig. 16 are used to study the improvement in substrate noise

isolation by the use of differential circuits.

The layout of the structure considered is shown in Fig. 20a below. The differential circuit consists of

two 200 x 10 pm2 contacts placed at the center of the substrate-surface. The surface injector is a single

50x 50pm2 contact. The injector contact is varied along an axis as shown in the figure. The equivalent

circuit model is shown in Fig. 20b. If the injector contact is moved along the central Y-axis instead of the

central X-axis, the circuit will be perfectly balanced with respect to the substrate, and the differential

Contact-2

i
10pm

• X

«—;—•

1000pm •

I = 201og

Figure 20a: Differential Receiver Layout Figure 20b: Substrate Model
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substrate-noise-isolation will be infinite. The asymmetric axis-orientation used in this simulation results in

the worst-case differential substrate-noise-isolation. The differential receiver contacts in Fig. 20b are

assumed to be identical.

Low-Resistivitv Substrates

The results of the simulations, for a low-resistivity substrate, are shown in Fig. 20c. Two substrates

with pl4 = oo and pl4 = 0 were used in this simulation. The isolation in Fig. 20c falls rapidly with

distance between the contacts and is insensitive to the backplane impedance. As the distance between the

contacts increases, the direct coupling terms R23 and R13 increase rapidly in curves (3-10). Thus the

coupling takes place almost entirely through the low-resistivity bulk region. As discussed earlier, the

presence of the low-resistivity bulk region close to the surface reduces the fringing fields. Another

consequence of the reduction in the fringing effect is that the resistances to the backplane are almost

independent of the location of the contact on the surface of the substrate. Two contacts with the same area

will have nearly the same resistance to the backplane, regardless of their contact coordinates.

Consequently, voltage excursions of the bulk region or the backplane are conveyed to the two contacts of

the differential circuit with an equal amplitude. This leads to the excellentdifferential isolation seen in Fig.

20c.

High-Resistivity Substrates

The simulation results with high-resistivity substrates are shown in Fig. 20d. The isolation improves

significantly by using differential circuits. However, the improvement is not as much as in the case of low-

resistivity substrates. This is due to the large surface component of the substrate currents. Contact-2 shields

contact-1 from the injected noise. Thus most of the injected noise appears on contact-2 which results in a

relatively smaller improvement in isolation.

The Effect of Circuit-Mismatch on Isolation

The simulations considered earlier assumed perfectly matched differential circuits. This situation is

idealized, and practical differential circuits always suffer from component mismatch. The effect of

component mismatch on differential-circuit substrate-isolation is presented in Fig. 20e in low-resistivity
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substrates. The layout of Fig. 20a is considered but the substrate-capacitors in the receiver-pair are

assumed to be mismatched by five percent.

It can be observed from Fig. 20e that a slight mismatch in the differential pair can significantly reduce

the isolation. The degradation is especially severe for distant contacts. The isolation in Fig. 20c is very

large due to the idealized situation assumed there. Mismatches between circuit elements lead to common-

mode substrate injection and reception, which make differential circuits exhibit single-ended behavior.
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Figure 20c: Differential Isolation in Low-Resistivity Substrates
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Figure 20d: Differential Isolation in High-Resistivity Substrates
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4.0.4: Dependence ofSubstrate Couplingon LoadImpedance

In all of the earlier examples the load impedance at the receiver has been assumed to be 50£2.The load

impedance on-chip may be lower or higher. In this section, an earlier simulation is repeated with different

values of the load resistance. The example shown here treats only the low-resistivity substrates, as the

observations made here are valid for both types of substrates. Fig. 21 shows the isolation between contacts

1and 2 inFig. 19a for a fixed distance of90pm between the contacts. The L^ is fixed at3nH and Csub at

0.8pF.

Usually the load resistance value is chosen such that the capacitive reactance of the device-to-substrate

capacitance is larger than the load in the frequency band ofinterest6. Inother words, the pole frequency at

the load due to the substrate capacitance is much higher than the highest frequency of interest. In such a

case, it is reasonable to assume that the load impedance does not effect the voltage division ratio in the
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6. The impedance of the load is the effective value of impedance seen looking into the device from the substrate. This definition of load
includesthe effectivevalue of the load, includingthe effectof any feedbackwhich may be present around the circuit.
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substratemacromodel.Referring to Fig. 19a,we observethat the voltageat the internal substrate node (2*)

is independent of the load impedance to the first order. The voltage at the load (Vrcv) can be calculated

using the voltage division ratio of the load resistance and the substrate capacitance. If the above

assumption regarding the load pole frequency is used, then Vrcv for different load values can be calculated

by simply changing the voltage division ratios between nodes 2* and contact-2 in Fig. 19a. This implies

that for most frequencies of interest the behavior of substrate noiseis the same as in Fig. 19c-g, scaled up

or down by the load value.

The above approximation is valid if the received substrate noise is in the same frequency band as the

circuit itself. If the frequency of the substrate noise signal is higher than the receiver circuit's load-Csub

pole, then the value of the load changes the degree of coupling. This behavior is seen in Fig. 21. The pole

frequency with the highest load value of llcQ is approximately 200MHz. Thus at lOOMHz the isolation

scales linearly with the load resistance. This is not the case at 1GHz.The pole frequency equals 1GHz for

a load resistance of 200Q. Deviations from a linear increase at 1GHz are seen in Fig. 21 for load

resistances greater than 200i_.

4.0.5: BehaviorofSubstrate Coupling with Non-Capacitive Reception andInjection Mechanisms

The behavior of substrate coupling as a function of distance, L^, and frequency which has been

studied in the previous sections assumes capacitive injection and reception mechanisms. In this section, the

behavior of substrate coupling with non-capacitive means of reception and injection will be considered.

Such mechanisms include the body effect and hot-carrier injection due to avalanching in MOSFETs.

A linearized model of an NMOS device including the body effect is shown in Fig. 22a. The substrate

model remains the same regardless of the mechanism of injection, since the carrier transport is by drift,

and the medium can be considered to be a multilayered impedance.

The signal path from the body to the drain is traced in Fig. 22b, with the gate connected to ground.

The gain from VD to Vj is given by the following equation

^d (Cdbs~Smb)Rd ,«,n
Vb l+RdCdbs w
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Figure 22a: Small-Signal Model of a MOSFET

The input impedance looking into node-B is given by

Zin =

Cdbs
1+gmbRd
1+RdCdbs; +CsbS
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-db

(84)

In the absence of the body effect, the noise reception mechanism would be identical to that discussed

in earlier sections. With a nonzero body effect parameter g,^, the only difference that will be observed in

the reception of substrate noise is that there will be noise-reception at very low frequencies as well. The

behavior of substrate noise with respect to the other parameters (distance, area and backplane impedance)

will be the same as the capacitive case.

As above, the substrate model remains unchanged regardless of the capacitive or non-capacitive

nature of the injection mechanism. The only difference between these mechanisms is that the non-

capacitive injection mechanisms are effective at DC and low-frequencies as well.

B Vb

+

vbs.
-sb

-db

lgmbvbs

Figure 22b: Body-to-Drain Gain in a MOSFET
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MOS devices possess non-capacitive injection and reception mechanisms. Therefore substrate-

coupled noise can be important at low-frequencies too. In fact it is possible for the MOS device to be more

sensitive to substrate noise at low-frequencies than at high frequencies. The input impedance looking into

node-B in Fig. 22b is very large at low frequencies. Thus the voltage division ratios inside the substrate are

not influenced by the deviceat low-frequencies. The factorgmb can alsobe large enoughthat the substrate-

to-drain gain is significant (gmbRd)- As in the earlier cases, differential circuit topologies and good

backplane contacts are effective techniques for noise reduction.

Non-capacitive injection and reception mechanisms are not a major problem in bipolar technology

sincethe onlysignificant injection and reception mechanisms are capacitive. Theparasitic pnp transistor in

Fig. 2a could become forward-active and inject noise into the substrate (Chap. 2), but that can be avoided

by proper biasing.

4.1: Guard Rings and Substrate Taps

4.1.1: GuardRings in DifferentSubstrate Types

Guard rings and substrate taps are often used to reduce substrate coupling. In this section, the

effectiveness of guard rings in different substrate types will be discussed. General guidelines for effective

guard ring layout will be proposed.

A guard ring is shown in Fig. 23a. The ring is a surface-region heavily doped with the majority-carrier

dopant and is intended to form a Faraday shield around any sensitivedevices which need to be protected

from substrate noise. The ring could also be placedaround the noise injectors. The operation of the guard

ring is shown in Fig. 23b. The model for the substratewith and without the guard ring is shown. The guard

ring is effectively a current sink. By placing a current sink between the two contacts, the direct coupling

model element R12 between contacts 1 and 2 is increased. Thus with the ring connected to ground, the

isolation between the two contacts increases. L^ represents the inductance of the bond-wire and the pin

used to ground thering. L^ is thebackplane impedance connected tothesubstrate.

Contact-2 is effectively shielded from contact-1 by thering, if thepresence of theringmakes RJ2 large

and the reactances ofLg^j and Lg- (Xg-^ and Xg- respectively) are small atthe frequency ofinterest.
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Figure 23a: Guard Ring Layout and Cross-Section
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Figure 23b: Equivalent Substrate Model without and with a Guard Ring
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If XgQd is large, then the current flow through the backplane can dominate and if Xg. is large, then the

dominant current flow will be through the resistors Rlgr and R2gr. Thus care must be taken to keep these

inductances small for the guard ring to be useful.

Guard Rings in Low-Resistivitv Substrates

The effect of placing a 10pm wide guard ring between two square contacts of area 2500pm2 is

examined here. The layout is shown in Fig. 23c. In Fig. 23d, the isolation between the two contacts as a

function of distance is examined at two frequencies 100MHz and 1GHz. This simulation is similar to the

simulations presented in Section 4.0.2. Csub has been chosen to be 0.8pF. Lg- is stepped between 0 and

3nH, while L^ is varied from 0 to5nH.

Fig. 23d and Fig. 19d show the isolation for the two contacts, with the same set of parameters, with the

guard ring included in Fig. 23d. On comparing the isolation in these two figures it can be seen that the

improvement in isolation for the same separation ofthe contacts and the same value ofLg^j is in the range
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of7-10dB. The isolation is a weak function ofthe guard ring inductance Lg-.

Large gains in substrate isolation are achieved only by lowering the backplane inductance. This

behavior can be expected in low-resistivity substrates because current flow in these substrates is mostly

through the bulk, while the guard ring is an effective currentsink for only the surfacecomponentof the

current.

For an ideally grounded guard ring at 1GHz, the isolation seems to be improving when the contacts

come closer together for an Lg^ of3nH and 5nH. This behavior is observed because the guard ring acts as

a good ground for contacts close to it, especially since at high frequencies the backplane impedance is

large and surface currents tend to increase slightly.

In low-resistivity substrates, the most effective way of improving isolation is to provide a very good

ground contact to the backplane.Surface isolationstructuressimilar to guard rings are not very effective in

these substrates.

Guard Rings in High-Resistivitv Substrates

A similar simulation was performed for the case of high-resistivity substrates as was done in the above

Figure 23c: Guard Ring Layout
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subsection. The layoutis shown in Fig.23c.Theresults of the simulation areshownin Fig.23e. Compared

to the previous case, guard rings in high-resistivity substrates are very effective. Comparing Fig. 23e with

Fig. 19g, we observe that large improvement in isolation is obtained with the ring. It can also be seen that

lowering the value of Lg- improves the isolation by large numbers. As was discussed earlier, a large
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fraction of the substrate current flows at the surface in these substrates. Hence the guard rings act as very

good current sinks. The following study of guard rings will be restricted to this type of substrates only.

4.1.2: OptimalSizing and Placement ofGuardRings in Single-EndedCircuits

Guard rings were shown to be effective means to reduce substrate noise in high-resistivity substrates in

the previous section. In this section the optimal sizing of guard rings in these substrates, in order to

50 100 150 200 250
Distance in pm (8)

ph!=0.1 ph2=20 ph3 = 0

Csub=0.8pF, Lg_d = 0, In, 3n,5n

Figure 23e: Isolation with a Guard Ring on a High-Resistivity Substrate
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Figure 24a: Guard Ring Layout Figure 24b: Guard Ring Grounding Schemes

minimize the total noise appearing at the receiver node, is discussed. This section deals with single-ended

circuits. Differential circuits are considered in the next section.

4.1.2.1: Guard Rings with Different Grounding Schemes

A single guard ring is assumed to be laid-out around the receiver contact as shown in Fig. 24a below.

The injector and the receiver are assumed to be capacitively coupled to the substrate. The substrate

Case A

Internal Ground

V
>g

Rj2

a-AA/Ww

/ A AAAA AAAAA \ 1
R 2gr R

Cr
|Lgr

Igr

Bond-wire for

internal ground contact

C;inj

vinj

Figure 24c: Guard Ring with an External Ground Connection
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contacts are shown by 1 and 2, for the injector and the receiver. The noise-injector is modeled by a

sinusoidalAC source Vm:, and the noise received is depicted by V0. We assume at first that the guard ring

is connected to the ground through an independent bond-wire (Case A), modeled by an inductance Lg- as

shown inFig. 24c. Thevoltage V0 could bereferred tothe internal ground (V0-Vjg) or to theglobal ground

if the signal is measured externally. With regards to the isolation provided by the ring in case A, the

reference against which V0 is measured is not important, at least in a behavioralsense. If the voltage V0 is

referred to the global ground, then the impedance between the internal and global grounds, is merely an

addition to R\. On the other hand, if V0 is referred to the internal ground, then the signal across Rj will be

directly proportional to the value of V0 referred to the global ground. Only the former case, when the

signal is measured with reference to the global ground, is considered here. A detailed analysis of case A is

reserved for the next section, where isolation with noise injection through the guard ring is considered.

When the ring is connected to the internal ground (Case B), it becomes necessary to identify the

reference potential as in Fig. 24d below. These two cases are considered explicitly in the simulations.

The variation of isolation asa function ofguard ring width and the bond-wire ground inductance Lg- is

considered in Fig. 24e-g. The substrate parameters are mentioned in the figures. The dimensions a, b and d,

shown in Fig. 24a are kept constant and the width of the ring (w) is varied. Case A is shown in Fig. 24e,

while case B is considered in Fig. 24f-g. In Fig. 24e and Fig. 24f, the isolation is defined as the ratio of V0

CaseB

Vgr(Vig)

Figure 24d: Guard Ring with an Internal Ground Connection
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and V5nj indB. The isolation inFig. 24g isdefined tobe(V0-Vg-)/Vinj indB.

We observe from Fig. 24e-f, that increasing the thickness of the guard ring from 2 to 34pm, provides a

small improvement in the isolation but only for the case LgpO. For other values of Lgp the isolation

acmally worsens. Thus in both these cases, it is advisable to use thin guard rings.
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Further examination of Fig. 24eandFig. 24freveals that theisolation in Fig. 24eis significantly better,

which leads us to theconclusion thatif the signal V0 is to be referenced to an external ground, the guard

ring must be connected to ground through an independent bond-wire. It can further be observed that the

isolation in Fig. 24f,for large values of thebond-wire inductance, is worse thanthatwithout the guardring

at all. Thus the guard ring must be connected to an internal ground, only if the signal is measured with

respect to the internal ground. It can be seen from Fig. 24g that the isolation provided by an internally

grounded guard ring is excellent, if the signal is measured with reference to the internal ground. Further,

the isolation is practically independent of the value of the bond-wire inductance.

C-cv and Qnj have been assumed tobe0.8pF for the simulations.

4.1.2.2: Optimization of Guard Ring Widths

Guard rings are often connected to ground by the use of a separate ground-pin (case A in the previous
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Figure 24g: Isolation with an Internally Grounded Guard Ring



section). The associated bond-wire can pickup noise from adjoining bond-wires, and inject noise into the

circuit. The optimization of the guard ring size with a noisy ground-connection is treated in this section.

Only case A is considered here. In case B, the influence of noise on the guard ring bond-wire can be

minimized by referring the receiver voltage to the internal ground.

To obtain an understanding of optimization problem, the substrate model with ph3 = °° will be

considered. This is done because the substrate model is simpler for this case. In Fig. 25a below, the lengths

a and d are kept constant. The width of the ring is varied and the optimum size of the ring is determined.

Contact-1 is the injector and contact-2 is the receiver. The injector voltage is shown as Vinj. Thebond-wire

used to ground the guard ring can also pickup noise from adjacent pins due to bond-wire mutual

inductances. This noise is modeled by the generatorVm\. The problem at hand is to reduce the influence

of Vinj onV2, while simultaneously keeping the effect ofVjnji low .

We assume, for ease of analysis, that the impedances Zjn; and _--cv are small. These impedances model

the reactances of the device-to-substrate capacitors. Hence node-1 in Fig. 25b is voltage driven and node-2

sees the resistance Rj. This approximation will be valid at very high frequencies.The isolation between

nodes-1 and 2 is then determined by the reduced model shown in Fig. 25c.

Figure 25a: Guard Ring Layout Figure 25b: Substrate Model

7. Not placing the ring avoids the injection ofVinji altogether. In some applications, where Vinj, is large, itispossible that adding the
ring actually increases the noise.
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Under the approximations stated earlier and provided that Rj is small, thetotal output voltage at 2 can

be shown to be

V2' Rx|(-L+ l-5t >V +( Rlgr • )v I ,R4~
1 HR12 RlgAgr+J^^lgr+̂ VJ iDJ lRlgrR2gr+J«>L(Rlgr +R2gr)JV-JlJ l»J

Let us first consider the case when Vinjj is zero. The effect of increasing width (w) is that R12 increases

and Rlgr and R2gr decrease. Atlow frequencies the isolation between the contacts is determined byR12 and

therefore for low-frequency operation a wide ring is beneficial. At high frequencies, however, the second

term in the bracket starts becoming significant In fact at very high frequencies, the isolation is governed

bythe sum (Rigr+^gr)- Kthis sum *s small at these frequencies, the isolation can actually be worse than

that achievable without the ring. Further, as Rlgr and R2gr are reduced, the frequency at which the ring

begins to lose its advantages is also lowered (o)~ (RigrR2grVL(Rigr+R2gr))- It must be mentioned

however, that this pole frequency is usually very large for typical values of Lg-. If V^ is nonzero, we

observe a potentially more serious problem with a very wide guard ring. At low frequencies the noise term

Vinji appears at the output scaled by the ratio Ri/R2gr This rati° can be significant ifR2g- is too small8.

An area-efficient way to increase R12 while keeping 'w' small, is to make 'd' small in Fig. 25a.

However making 'd' small also decreases R2gp which leads toa higher dependence ofV2 on V^. If V^i

is significant, then 'w' and 'd' must both be made large. Another option is to place the ring around the

R12

Figure 25c: Modeling Bond-Wire Noise in a Guard Ring

8. It is assumed that Rj is always smallerthan all the otherresistors.
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injector contact It can beseen from (85) that the dependence ofV2 on Vmj is symmetric in R^ and R2gr

Thus increasing R2gr and reducing Rlgr simultaneously has no effect on V2 if Vinj is the only noise source.

However theeffect ofVmji onV2 issignificantly reduced by using this arrangement.

The alternate scheme of placing the ring around the noise-injectorsmay not always be preferable to the

scheme shown in Fig. 25a. The principal cause of the appearance of the noise Vinj! is the mutual

inductance which is present between the pins and bond-wires in a package. A usual design practice in

mixed analog-digital circuits is to place the analog and digital portions of the circuit in different parts of

the substrate. The pads are also laid out such that the analogand digital bond-wires are placed in different

sections of the package. If layout constraints force the bond-wire used to ground the ring to be located in

proximity to the digital bond-wires, then it is possible that the magnitude of V^ may increase

significantly compared to the other case. The ideal scheme for isolating the sensitive circuits from the

noisy circuits is to place the ring around the noisy circuits and lay out the bond-pads such that the guard

ring bond-wire is placed along with the analog-section bond-wires.

The above discussion is not definitive but is meant to shed light on some of the trade-offs involved in

thedesign ofoptimal guard rings. In therestof thesection results from simulations arepresented.

The noise appearing at contact-2 of Fig. 25b fora one-Volt swing oncontact-1 is shown inFig. 25d-g.

The dimensions of thecontacts and thering and the substrate data arepresented in the figures. The width

ofthe ring is swept from 4pm to 32pm inincrements of2pm and the output signal is measured. Csub is

assumed to be 0.8pF in all the simulations.

Fig. 25d and Fig. 25e depict the substrate noise coupling insubstrates without backplanes. Fig. 25fand

Fig. 25g depict the case with ideally grounded backplanes. Ineach figure the isolation at two frequencies,

lOOMHz and 1GHz is shown. The guard ring bond-wire inductance is stepped from 0 to 8nH in steps of

2nH. The isolation without the guard rings atthe two frequencies ismentioned ineach graph.

Acommon conclusion which can bemade from each ofthe graphs is that athigh frequencies (-1GHz),

thin guard rings provide better isolation than wide rings. The evidence of the existence of an optimum

guard ring width is found in the isolation curves at lOOMHz in all the curves for different values of the
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inductance to ground. In Fig. 25d, for example, the optimal guard ring width for a 2nH ground path

inductance is 15pm. Theminimum is shallow. Thus the best rule forsizing guard rings is to useminimum

width rings and ensure a very good ground connection to the ring. The presence of the ideally grounded

backplane improves the isolation by 5-10dB compared to the case without the backplane. This suggests

that the primary path to ground is provided by the surface groundrings and not by the backplanes in high-

resistivity substrates.

It was mentioned earlier in this section that it is possible to place a guard ring around either the receiver

or the injector contact. The dependence ofthe received noise on the noise terms V^ and V^i is shown in

Fig. 25h and Fig. 25i respectively, with the ring placed around the injector and the receiver in each figure.

The layout parameters and the substrate parameters used are shown in the figures. The bond-wire

inductance is assumed to be4nH. The upper curve inFig. 25h is the isolation from Vmj without the guard

ring. It can be seen that the noise isolation provided by the ring, from the substrate injector is nearly the

same, regardless of whether the ring is placed around the injector or thereceiver. The isolation from Vmj\

(Fig. 25i) is better by approximately 20dB in the case when the ring is placed around the injector rather

than around the receiver.

As a specific example, consider the case when the bond-wire adjacent to the guard ring bond-wire

carries a current of 1mA at 1GHz and has a mutual inductance of InHwith theguard ring bond-wire. V^

will thus be 6.3mV. If the ring is laid-out around the receiver, then the voltage appearing on the receiver

due to Vjnj! will be 1.41mV. Ifthe ring is laid around the injector, the noise atthe receiver due to Vmjj will

be 0.14mV. These voltages willscale linearly with themagnitude of the currentin the adjacent bond-wire.

Fora IV swing at 1GHz at theinjector, thenoise appearing at thereceiver is 5.623mV. If theguard ring is

placed around the injector, then the noise induced by V^ will exceed that caused by Vmj for current

values exceeding 35mA. If the ring is placed around the receiver, the noise caused byV^ will dominate

for current amplitudes greater than 3.5mA.9

9. The noise withoutthe guard ring can be shownto be 22mV. Thereforeit is advantageous to use a guard ring in this example.
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4.1.3: GuardRings in DifferentialCircuits

It was mentioned earlier that the improvement in isolation in differential circuits in high-resistivity

substrates was not as significant as in low-resistivity substrates. The reason for the excellent differential

isolation in low-resistivity substrates was found to be that the heavily-doped bulk, which lies in close

proximity to the surface, acts as a good ground-plane. As a result noise signals coupled to the substrate

appear as common mode signals on the differential outputs. Guard rings in high-resistivity substrates also

act as ground-planes in close proximity to the devices. Hence it can be expected that differential isolation

in high-resistivity substrates will be improved in a similar fashion by the use of guard rings. The effect of

guard rings in differential circuits is studied in this section. Differential receivers with single-ended

injectors are considered here.

We consider the differential substrate-contacts, without and with a surrounding guard ring shown

below in Fig. 26a and Fig. 26b respectively. For the purpose of simulation, the guard ring shown in Fig.

26b is connected to ground through the bond-wire inductance Lgp which is stepped over three values, 0,

4nH and 8nH. The width of the ring is stepped from 10pm to 48pm in steps of 2pm. The results of the

simulation, that is, the differential and common-mode isolation values are shown in Fig. 26c.

50pm

1000 pm

Figure 26a:Layout without Guard Ring Figure 26b: Layout with Guard Ring
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It can be observed from the figure that the differential mode-isolation improves slightly by the use of

thick guard rings. Unlike the isolation in the single-ended case in the previous section, the isolation value

is independent of the value of the bond-wire inductance. Thus the isolation improves by a significant

amount and is independent of the impedance to ground. Common-mode isolation, however, does worsen

with increasing ring thickness, for nonzero values of the bond-wire inductance. Thus in differential

circuits, as in the single-ended case, it is advisable to use thin guard rings.

The relative independence of the differential-mode isolation on the value of L^ is similar to that seen

earlier in low-resistivity substrates in Section 4.0.3. In both cases, the presence of an equipotential region

w(pm)

Figure26c: Isolation in a Differential Circuit witha Guard Ring
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inproximity to the circuits makes the noise a common-mode signal and is rejected. The presence ofcircuit

mismatches will degrade isolation, as discussed in Section 4.0.3.

Circuits with differential injectors and receivers will show similar improvements in isolation in the

presence of a guard ring around the receiver or the injector. These circuits have not been discussed

separately in this section since the mechanism which leads to the improvement in isolation is the same as

that discussed above.

4.1.4: The Use ofDual GuardRings

The effect of one guard ring placed around the injector or the receiver has been discussed in the

previous sections. It is also possible to place guard rings around both the injector and receiver contacts.

The isolation between two single-ended contacts, with a guard ring placed around each contact is

examined in this section. The layout is shown in Fig. 27. The results of the simulation are shown in Table

3. The isolation at lOOMHz to 1GHz, without guard rings, with a guard ring around the receiver contact

only and with two guard rings, is shown in the table.

The guard rings shown in Fig. 27 can be connected to ground separately or together. In the latter case,

50ft

50pm

Figure 27 : Contact and Guard Ring layout
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however, the two guard rings appear to act as one large ring, and all the conclusions of Section 4.1.2 are

applicable. Hence the guard rings are assumed to be grounded separately. The relevant layout-data is

shown in Fig. 27. The guard rings are assumed to be connected to ground through independent bond-wires.

The bond-wires are modeled by 5nH inductors. The injector and receiver contacts are squares of 50pm

sides. The substrate capacitance is assumed to be 0.8pF.

The improvement in isolation by placing two rings is seen to be significant, especially at low

frequencies. Using two guard rings requires two package pins which may hot always be possible. If,

however, two pins are available, then using two guard rings is advisable.

Case Frequency Isolation(dB)

No Guard Rings lOOMHz -62

1GHz -34

Guard Ring around receiver only lOOMHz -99

1GHz -45

Two Guard Rings lOOMHz -130

1GHz -57

Table3: The Effectof GuardRingson Isolation

4.2: Effects of Substrate Couplingon Circuit Performance

In the previous sections, the dependence of substrate macromodels and isolation on various substrate

parameters and the design of optimal guard rings was discussed. In this section, the effects of substrate

coupling on circuit operation will be addressed.

Substrate coupling influences circuit performance in various ways. The effects discussed here include

power loss in the substrate, degradation of circuit noise performance, change in circuit bandwidth and

change in circuit gain. As mentioned earlier, some performance changes are caused externally by coupling

between circuits while others are local or internal to one circuit The specific nature ofthe performance

change has been mentioned in each ofthe analyses presented below. Techniques to reduce the degradation

caused by substrate coupling are also mentioned for each effect considered. Finally some catastrophic
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effects of substrate coupling which can lead to a complete failure of the circuit are also mentioned.

4.2.1: Power Loss in the Substrate

Silicon substrates are lossy in nature and hence are modeled as distributed resistors as discussed in

Chapter 3. The loss in the substrate lowers the efficiency of circuit components and must be minimized.

Substrate power-loss can be caused by current-injection into the substrate by active and passive devices

and is an effect internal to the device. The current-injection mechanisms of various devices were discussed

in Chapter 2. Capacitive current-injection takes place in passive devices such as resistors, capacitors,

inductors and interconnects and also in active devices through junction capacitors formed by the substrate.

The performance of inductors is significantly influenced by the presence of the substrate-parasitics.

This is due to a large oxide parasitic-capacitance to the substrate, which strongly couples the inductor to

the substrate. The functional dependence of substrate power-loss on parameters such as the parasitic-

capacitance and the substrate parameters is similar in all devices coupled capacitively to the substrate.

Hence only inductors are discussed in this section.

Inductors are implemented on-chip in planar spiral forms (Fig. 28a) and are increasingly being used in

radio-frequency circuits for personal-communication applications. A first-order model of the inductor is

shown in Fig. 28b where the inductance is depicted by L. The seriesloss in the inductor is modeled by RSP

Csl and Cs2 represent the effective oxide-capacitance to the substrate, while R^ and Rs2 model the

Figure 28a: Spiral Inductor Figure 28b: Inductor Model
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substrate parasitic. The inter-turn capacitance ofthe inductor is modeled by Cq. This model ofthe inductor

is valid if the inductor is used below its self-resonance frequency. More detailed inductor models are

presented in [22].

The three major parameters of interest in the inductor are the value of the inductance L, the self-

resonance frequency of the inductor and the quality factor or *Q' of the inductor. The quality factor is

defined as the per-unit-cycle energy storedto thepowerlossin the inductor. Typical Q factors of inductors

fabricated in siliconprocesses are in the rangeof 3 to 10 [22]. The power-loss in the inductoris determined

by the series and substrate resistors shown in Fig. 28b. The series loss is determined by the resistivity of

the material used to fabricate the inductor and the length of the inductor winding. The substrate-loss term

depends on the resistivity of the substrate. The substrate model-elements shown in Fig. 28b can be

computed using the simulator described in Chapter 3. The dependence of substrate loss on substrate

resistance is considered here.

For ease of analysis, we consider the case when one end of the inductor is connected to an AC ground

(Fig. 28c). The inductor is assumed to be driven by a current source im. Simple circuit analysis shows that

the loss in the substrate depends on R^ in Fig. 28c by the following behavioral equation

Loss =
MflOR,,

f2(G»Rsi+f3((0)Rsl+f4(G»

where fi, f2, f3 andf4 arefunctions of frequency 'CO' and depend onL, Cy, Csl and R^.

ita©

Figure 28c: Current-Driven Spiral Inductor

(86)
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The above dependence suggests that the loss in the substrate isminimized either by a very large R^ or

by asmall Rsi10. In fact it can be shown that the substrate loss is maximized for the following value of R^

at any frequency co.

Rslmax " 5CTX P / " 2 "' \2 2 2"" " ~ <87)
=J_ 11-q>2L(Csl +c„))2+(oVsr(csl+c„):

When the inductor is used at a frequency much smaller that the self-resonance.frequency of the structure,

Rslmax *s approximately equal to l/ooCsi. Csi can be estimated from the size of the inductor and the

thickness of the oxide. To minimize the substrate loss in the inductor, the substrate underneath the inductor

can be doped to make R^ either very large or very small compared to Rsimax-

The expression for the Q of the inductor is not derived here. The design-rule discussed here will suffice

at frequencies below the self-resonance of the inductor. Experimental work is required to verify the above

result.

Similar analyses can be performed for other devices too. In all cases, the substrate loss is maximized

when the substrate resistance is nearly equal to the magnitude of the reactance of the device-to-substrate

capacitance.

The substrate injection in some devices can contain a DC component for example the avalanche

induced substrate injection in NMOSFETs, the leakage current in diodes formed with the substrate or

through the parasitic pnp transistor in npn BJTs (Chapter 2). These injection mechanisms lead to a DC

power loss in the substrate. The leakage current in substrate junctions can be minimized by suitably

adjusting the process to reduce the maximum fields in the depletion regions. Avalanche injection in

NMOSFETs and the current levels in the parasitic pnpdevices in npn BJTscan be reduced by biasing the

devices such thatthesubstrate injection is minimized [3]. This may notalways be possible since thedevice

bias-levels are decided by more important circuit issues. Therefore the most practical way to reduce the

DC I2R loss is toprovide a low-resistance path toground. DC current injection into the substrate can lead

10. Itisassumed that RsJ islarge enough so that the inductance Lisnot significantly reduced byan induced image inthe substrate.
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to more harmful effects and these are discussed later.

4.2.2: Degradation of Circuit Performance due toSubstrate-Coupled Noise

In this section, the changes in the performance of circuits due to substrate noise are considered.

Substrate noise injection may be internal to a circuit or a device or may be external, coupled from one

circuit to another. Low noise-power-levels are important in several circuits such as low-noise-amplifiers

(LNAs), oscillators, mixers and high-resolution AD converters. Noise injection is important in passive

components which have a large substrate parasitic capacitance such as inductors or long interconnects, as

well. An amplifier consisting of a single bipolar transistor is considered below to illustrate the internal and

external mechanisms for noise injection.

Noise-Figure Degradation in a Low-Noise Amplifier

The noise mechanisms in the substrate which can lead to a possible degradation of the noise figure of

the amplifier are shown inFig. 29a. The substrate is lossy and ismodeled by resistors Rsbp and R^, which

represent the bond-pad to substrate-ground and the collector-to-substrate-ground model-elements

respectively. The thermal noise in a resistor R can be modeled as an Additive White Gaussian noise

(AWGN) ofpower-spectral-density 4kTR [2]. The noise sources modeling the thermal noise ofRsbp and

Rj-! are shown in Fig. 29a as V2^ and V2^ respectively. Csbp is the bond-pad capacitance and Csl is the

collector-to-substrate capacitance ofthe BJT. V2^ models the noise due to other switching devices which

maybe present on the same substrate and is considered later. Experimental workstudying the effectof the

substrate loss onthe noise-figure ofbipolar transistor amplifiers was recently presented in [23].

The effects defined as being internal to the circuit are considered first that isV2^ is assumed to be

zero. The noise source V2^ is amplified by the transistor and adds to the noise power-spectral-density

(PSD) at the output and will therefore be more harmful to circuit performance than V2,,. The expression

for the output PSD without the substrate noise sources isderived in [2]. The power-spectral density of the

noise contribution at the output due to V2^ is given by the following expression



*v2o _ 4^g>elRJ^2c'bpRsbp
[(a-a>2 (b +cRsbp) f +(D2 (d +eRsbp) 2J

where a = Rs +r„ +rb, b= RlVbCxCibp, c = (R, +rb)rrt(C„Csbp) , d = (r„ +rb)RsC$bp +(R, +rb)rRCB

and e = (Rs +rK +rb) Csbp. In the above equations, rb is the base resistance, Rs is the source resistance, xn

is the small-signal base input resistance and C,j is the small-signal base-to-emitter capacitance. The total

impedance ofCsbp and Rgbp is assumed tobelarge, sothat the noise contribution of the other sources is not

changed by the loading ofCsbp and R^p. It can be shown that the contribution ofR^p to the output noise

is maximized when

R _ I |a2 +(04b2 +(02d2-(022ab
sbp "" wJ 2 2 2

co c +e

If ^ is small compared to Rs and %, and Csbp is small compared to C& then R^pin (89) is given by the

simple expression below.

R.v- =
1

sbp coC
sbp

V2nl=4kTRsl

WW\AA-
Rs3

Figure 29a:Noise Sources in a Single-Transistor
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Thus, as in the previous section, if both the frequency of operation and the bond-pad capacitance are

known, then the substrate resistance must be either much greater than or much smaller than the reactance

of the capacitance. The latter case can be achieved by the use of a bond-pad shown in Fig. 29b. In this

figure a bond-pad with a grounded low-impedance shield underneath is shown ([23], [24]). If the bond-

pads are made from the second or third-layer metallization then the shield can be formed by a lower metal

layer or by a n+-shield underneath the bond-pad. Shields implemented in the n+-layer are preferable to p+ -

shields because the depletion capacitance between the n+-shield and the p-type substrate isolates the shield

from the substrate.

The contribution of Rgj to the output noise power-spectral density is given by the following equation

,_2
dv 0

dt

4kTR;ico2C;-,Rsl
l-MRs.+R^VcJ,

This contribution is maximized for the following value of Rsi

Positive supply

Rsl =

2 2 2
l+coCslRcl

wC.

Bond-pad in secondlevel metal (M2)

n+-shield

p-type silicon substrate

Figure 29b: Bond-Pad withLow-Impedance Shield

(91)

(92)
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Once again thenoise is maximized when the substrate resistance is approximately equal to thereactance of

the collector-to-substrate capacitance.

The influence of the switching noise on the outputnoise in the circuit is more difficult to model as it is

difficult to make any generalizations regarding the nature of this signal. The switching 'noise' may in fact

be deterministic and not random at all. Even if the switchingactivity is random, it is difficult to determine

a priori the distribution or the frequency dependence of the noise. In specific cases, circuit simulations,

which incorporate knowledge of the switching activity, can be carried out

In order to illustrate some of the trade-offs involved in LNA designs, in the presence of switching

noise, we consider the example shown in Fig. 29c. A tuned LNA is shown in the figure. The load

impedance is tuned to achieve a center-frequencyof 900MHz. It is assumed that the inductor and the bond-

pad used in the LNA are shielded. Thus the only noise sources contributing to the output noise are the

device noise sources and the switching noise coupled to the output. The relevant device parameters and the

inductor Q are shown in the figure. The input voltage source is assumed to be ideal.

All the switching noise-sources are combined together as a single large noise-source of area

500*500pm2, coupled to the substrate through a capacitance of 40pFn. The switching noise source is

V;

'sbp

L=5nH

R=5.65

^=06.24pF

Vol
-•

Q of inductor (@900MHz) = 5

Transistor Rb=260Q/AF

Ccsp 18fF*AF =1=

R12

Csw„=40pF V2

Figure 29c: Modeling of Switching Noise Sources

11. Typical device-parameter values have been assumed. These number mayvary, depending onthe process.
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assumed to be AWGN, and is filtered by a low-pass filter in orderto restrict the bandwidth of the noise.

Thelayout of theLNA andtheswitching noise-source is shown in Fig. 29d.

The areaof transistor Qj in Fig. 29cis stepped from twice to twelve-times the minimum device size.

This ratio is called AF in Fig. 29c and Fig. 29e.The device bias is adjusted in order to achieve a gain of 5

(14dB) at the centerfrequency. The total noiseat the output of the amplifier, with an ideal voltage source

driving the input in shown in Fig. 29e. Curve 'a' in Fig. 29e shows the outputnoise voltage considering

only the device noise sources. Curves *b\ 'c' and 'd' showthe total output noise when the total switching

noise-voltages in a 1GHz bandwidth are lOmV, lOOmV and IV respectively. The total output noise in

curve 'a' decreases as the device area is increased. This is due to the decrease in the value of the base

resistance rb. Curve 'b' shows the existence of an optimumdevice area. The output noise decreases at first

as the area is increased and then increases for device areas greater than five times the minimum device

size. The initial decrease is due to the decrease in the base resistance, while the increase is due to the

increase in the collector-to-substrate capacitance of the device. The output-noise is dominated by the

switching noise in curves 'c' and 'd' and the output-noise is a monotonically increasing function of the

device area.

In order to decrease the influence of the switching noise on the output noise of the amplifier, guard

rings and backplane contacts can be employed. The optimum device area for minimizing the outputnoise

10 pm J
100 pmT

1000 pm

Switching
Noise-source

LNA (450pm,450pm)

10*(AF)pm

500 pm

Figure 29d: Layout of LNA and Switching-NoiseGenerator
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can then be recomputed.

Oscillators are susceptible to substrate-noise in a similar manner. A very important specification for an

oscillator is the phase-noise performance [25]. The phase-noise of an oscillator can be degraded by the

thermal noise of the substrate resistor or by the external switching noise coupled into the circuit. As in the

LNA, the thermal noise of the substrate can be reduced by doping the substrate suitably, and external noise

can be reduced by the use of guard rings in high-resistivity substrates or good backplane contacts in low-

resistivity substrates.

|
3
Cj.
3

O

i

o

$
"o
>

o

Z

Transistor Area-Factor (AF)

Figure 29e: Total OutputNoise vs. DeviceArea
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4.2.3: Changein Circuit Bandwidth

Circuit bandwidth is a critical parameter in amplifier design. Circuit bandwidth can be changed in at

least two ways due to the substrate-impedance. The substrate acts as a feedback path, which can lead to

significant changes in circuit-bandwidth. Yet another mechanism is the change in the device-to-substrate

depletion capacitance of devices caused by a change in the substrate bias resulting from the flow of DC

currents in the substrate. As discussed in Section 2.0.1, DC currents are injected into the substrate by the

avalanche-induced substrate currents in NMOSFETs, the leakage currents in device-to-substrate pn

junctions and the parasitic pnp transistor in npn BJTs. Experimental evidence of the change in depletion

capacitance in NMOSFETs wasshown in [26]. These twomechanisms arediscussed below.

4.2.3.1: The Substrate as a Feedback Path

In order to examine the feedback path which exists through the substrate, we consider the BJT

amplifier shown in Fig. 30. The partial circuit diagram of a cascade of common-emitter amplifiers is

shown in the figure. Csbp is the capacitance between the bond-pad and the substrate and R^p is the

substrate resistance from the bond-pad to the ground. Csbp is typically in the range of 0.5pF to lpF while

Rsbp can vary from a few ohms toafew k£2, depending on the substrate type used. Csl(2) and Rsi(2) are the

Rci Rc2

'ol

=t=Csbp

Qi

N

1/
02

l\

-si
-s2

^sbt

*sl *s2

Figure 30: Feedback through the Substrate
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collector-to-substrate capacitances and the substrate resistances respectively for Qiq)- R$i2 models the

interaction of Qjand Q2through the substrate.

If the substrate model is not included in the circuit simulator, then the collector-to-substrate capacitors

in Fig. 30 will be connected to the ground. With the substrate model included, a feedback path between the

collector and the base of transistorQ2can be seen from the figure. If R^ and Rg2 are large compared to the

reactance of Csl and Cs2 at the frequencies of interest and if R^ is small, then the series combination of

Csl and Cs2 appear as a Miller-multiplied capacitance at the collector of Qj12. This effect can be

significant if Q2 provides a large gain. For example, if Csl and Cs2are 0.2pF each and Q2 has a gain of 10

then the Miller-multiplied term at the collector of Qi will be lpF. This capacitance will add directly to the

Cn of Q2and will lead to a large fractional change in the bandwidthof the circuit.

Possible solutionsto this probleminclude the use of a guard ring around the collector of Qj, the use of

a good backplane contact to reduce R^ and R^, the use of differential circuits and the use of feedback

around the amplifier. The use of feedback may not always be sufficient, depending on the application. The

reduction in the bandwidth of a series-series feedback amplifier is discussed in [27], where the inclusion of

the substrate macromodel in the circuit simulator is shown to cause a reduction in the circuit bandwidth

from 1.9GHz to 1.8GHz, which represents a five percent change.

The substrate acts as a feedback path in MOS amplifiers as well and the lossy Miller effect discussed

above can be seen there as well. A DC feedback path can also exist in MOS amplifiers due to the body

effect and the drain-to-body transconductance (gdb) caused by hot-electron induced holes (Chapter 2).

These effects can be studied in specific cases by using the simulator discussed earlier.

4.2.3.2: Change in Depletion Capacitance

If a DC current is injected into the substrate by any mechanism, the substrate potential will change due

to the voltage drop in the substrate. The change in the substrate potential will vary across the substrate,

which can be predicted by considering the complete substrate-macromodel in the circuit simulator. The

12. This can be the case, for example, in a high-resistivity substrate if the transistors are in close proximity, have large substrate capaci
tance, and the substrate is connected to ground by the use of small surface substrate contacts.
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depletion capacitance of a reverse-biased pn junction depends on the DC bias value by the following

relationship

C. = 1*— (93)
( vfc. \S

I VbiJ
where Vb^ is the DC bias in the substrate, \|fbi is the built-in potential of the junction and 'n' is an

empirical exponent 'n' depends on the doping profile. Using the above equation, it can be shown that a

small change AVbias in the substratepotentialwill cause the following changein the junction capacitance

AC =.5((AVbiJ/fbl) (M)
J n Vy , bias

Thus ifVbjas isinitially zero, nis assumed to be13 2and \jfbi is assumed to be 0.7V, then a0.1Vincrease in

Vbias changes Cj by approximately seven percent. If the bandwidth is dependent on the junction

capacitance with the substrate, then this change would represent a seven percent change in the bandwidth

of the circuit

A circuit technique to reduce this problemis to make the bandwidth dependent on a passive capacitor

built on the chip. A processing technique to reduce the change in the junction capacitance values is to

connect the substrate region in the vicinityof the device to ground, which could be done by using a guard

ring.

4.2.4: Changein CircuitGain

The change in the substrate bias can cause a change in the depletion capacitance which exists between

the device and the substrate. In MOS transistors a DC changein the threshold voltage Vt can also result. A

change in the threshold voltage will lead to a change in the gain of the device and also the bias quantities

in the circuit. As discussedin [2], a change of AVbias in the substratepotentialchanges the drain-currentIj

of a MOSFET by the following relation

13. An abrupt junction is assumed.
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AId = gmb^bias (95)

The change in the bias level for each circuit or device can be obtained from the circuit simulator.

4.2.5: Catastrophic Consequences ofSubstrate Coupling

It was shown in Section 4.2.2 that when the substrate acts as a negative feedback path, the bandwidth

of the circuit is changed due to the lossy-Miller effect. A much more serious consequence is observed

when the substrate appears to be a positivefeedback path.

As an example, the cascade of common-emitter stages considered in Fig. 30 is considered once again,

but with one more transistor added to the chain, as shown in Fig. 31 below. As can be seen from this

circuit-diagram, a positive feedback path now exists through the collector of Q3 and the base of Q2. The

isolation in high-resistivity substrates is in the range of -45dB to -35dB (Fig. 19g). Thus if Q2and Q3have

a combined gain greater than 40dB, it is possible to observe a loop-gain greater than unity through the

substrate. This could lead to oscillations of the circuit and will lead to circuit-failure.

Similar positive feedback paths through the substrate can also exist in MOS amplifiers even at low-

frequencies as discussed earlier. It is thus very important to ensure that sufficient isolation is provided

'-sbp

Rsbp

cc

Qi

Figure 31: Positive Feedback through the Substrate
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through the substrate, when high-gain amplifiers are implemented, or when high-gain paths exist in a

circuit. Latch-up in CMOS circuits is a classic case of positive feedback through the substrate and has been

extensively studied in the past [1]. Guard rings and backplane contactscan be used to reduce the loop-gain

through the substrate. Low-resistivitysubstrates are in fact popular choices for CMOS fabrication because

of their latch-up suppressing properties. In these substrates the contact-to-contact coupling term is very

large which reduces the loop-gain of the positive feedback path causing latch-up (Fig. 18d). The utility of

the substrate simulator is apparent in this situation,for predicting, identifyingand solving the problem.

Yet another catastrophic failure can be caused when a device-to-substrate gets forward-biased by a

voltage spike, or by large DC currents injected into the substrate by any of the three mechanisms identified

earlier. Turning on of a substrate diode can cause a large current flow into the substrate and can lead to

permanent destruction of the IC.

4.3: Conclusion

This chapter has been devoted to the circuit effects of substrate coupling and techniques to suppress

them. Substrate isolation in different substrate types was discussed extensively. It was shown that low-

resistivity substrates can provide excellent differential mode isolation and can provide good single-ended

isolation in the presence of a good ground-plane contact The 'distance-independent-isolation' property of

these substrates was discussed in detail. Isolation in high-resistivity substrates was shown to be relatively

independent of the backplane impedance. Guard rings were found to be effective in these substrates, and

the optimal sizing of guard rings in these substrates was discussed. It was demonstrated that the isolation

provided by narrow guard rings is as good and in some cases better than thatprovided by wide guard rings.

It was shown that guard rings provide very good isolation in differential circuits on high-resistivity

substrates. Several circuit effects of substrate coupling such as bandwidth reduction, noise-figure

degradation, substrate power-loss and circuit-failure mechanisms were discussed in the last part of the

chapter. It was shown that in many circuit applications, it is important to know a priori the effects of

substratecoupling and to take the necessary designstepsto avoidtheseeffects.
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Chapter 5: Experimental Verification

Experimental verification of the modeling techniques discussed in Chapter 3 is presented in this

chapter. DC measurements were performed on a chip consisting of several p+-to-p contacts. The

experimental results are presented and correlated against the predictions of the simulator. A good match is

observed between the simulated and experimental results. This experiment is used to verify the predictions

of the simulator rather than explore the circuit effects of substrate coupling. An analysis of the sources-of-

error is also performed in this chapter.

5.1: Test-Chip Description

A die-photo of the test-chip is shown in Fig. 32a. The cross-section of the test-chip substrate is shown

in Fig. 32b. The substrate is of the high-resistivity type discussed earlier in Chapter 4. It consists of two

layers, a low-doping high-resistivity bulk of resistivity 20£2-cm and a low-resistivity surface buried-p

region of resistivity 0.1ii-cm. The test-chip consists of twenty ohmic substrate-contacts (p+-to-p). The

minimum contact size is 2pm by 2pm, while the largest contact size is that of the center square contact

which is 125pm to a side. There are four rings surrounding the center contact The innermost ring is a large

p+-contact while the outer rings consist of several individual p+ substrate-taps connected in parallel on the

surface by metal interconnects. The contact-to-contact distances vary from 2pm to 100pm. The die

measured 950pm by 875pm. A gold ohmic-contact was made to the back surface of the die and was

connected to ground during the testing.

5.2: Measurement Procedure

Two experiments were performed on the test-chip. In the first experiment, a DC bias of 0.1V was

applied at one contact, and the voltage appearing at another contact with all other contacts at ground, was

measured. Two values of DC bias were chosen for this purpose (0.1V and IV) in order to ensure that the

junction nonlinearity or high-field effects in the bulk do not interfere with the measurement It was found

that some of the contacts exhibited weak nonlinearity at IV and therefore data was extracted at 0.1V bias

only. The linearity around zero-bias was verified by using an IV curve-tracer. For any pair of contacts I

and J, the voltage measured at contact-J (Vj) with 0.1V applied at contact-I is given by the following
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equation

V, =£%- (96)
Kjj +Kjq

where Ru isthe resistance between contacts I and J and RJ0 isthe resistance between contact-J and ground.

Theratioof Vj andVj is shown in Fig. 32c.

The admittance matrix was experimentally determined, in the second experiment, and compared

against simulated data. This extraction was performed on two test-chips. One contact was kept at a fixed

DC bias of 0.1V as above and the current exiting the other contacts was measured.

5.3: Simulation Procedure

The two experiments discussed above were repeated on the simulator as well. The DCT technique

discussed in the previous sections was used for the simulation. A minimum feature size of approximately

lpmand junction-depths of0.5 pm were used in the simulation. The substrate model isshown inFig. 32b.

5.4: Discussion of Results

Experimental and simulated results are compared in the plots shown inFig. 32c and Fig. 32d. The data

from the voltage-ratio experiment is shown in Fig. 32c. Voltage-ratios greater than 0.5 imply a strong

coupling between two contacts. It can be seen from the figure that the match between the measured and

experimental data is to within fifteen percent for voltage-ratios greater than 0.5. The match is good for

voltage-ratios larger than 0.1. Below a ratio of0.1 however, the matching between the experimental and

the simulated values degrades considerably.

Fig. 32d shows the current exiting the contacts at ground with the center square contact at 0.1V. The

current varies from 2mA to 40mA which implies that the smallest contact-to-contact resistance is 25CI.

Thematchbetween experimental andsimulated datais seen to bevery good for thiscase.

Sources-of-Error

One of the sources-of-error in these experiments is the approximate substrate-profile used in the

simulations. The exact values of the bulkand the epitaxial layerresistivities can varyfromone test-chip to

another. Further, the step-profile assumed in Fig. 32b is an approximation to the physical case of a
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gradually varying profile.

The approximate nature of the resistivity profile can be identified as a possible source-of-error from

the data points for voltage-ratios less than 0.1 in Fig. 32c. The simulated values are observed to be

consistently lower than the experimentally measured data, which implies that the potential falls-off faster

in the simulation than in the physical substrate. The potential roll-off is directly dependent on the substrate

profile. Further, while the exact match between the experimental and the simulated data degrades at low
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Figure 32a: Die-Photograph
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Figure 32b: Substrate Cross-Section
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voltage-ratios, the two sets of datashow a good correlation, which indicates the presence of a systematic

error.An approximate substrate-profile will causea systematic mismatch between the data.

The experimental data is noisy at small voltage-ratios. This possibly could be measurement-related

noise. This issue needs to be investigated further. Parasitics not included in the simulator, for example, the

contact resistances, are yet another source-of-error. These parasitics especially impact measurements

between contacts with small contact-to-contact resistances.
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The good match obtained between the measured and simulated values implies that the simulator is

accurate. Greater accuracy can be achieved by the use of more accurate substrate-profiles. The simulation

technique can be extended to several vertical layers with ease, without major computational overhead,

which is one of the attractive features of the technique. The test-chip used for experimental verification

provided a severe test for the capabilities of the simulator. This was due to the wide variation in the

contact-size and the contact-to-contact distance in addition to the small dimensions of the minimum-size

contacts and the small distance between the closest contacts.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Directions

Substrate coupling in integrated circuits is a challenging design problem. This phenomenon is one of

the major hurdles in the design of highly integrated mixed analog-digital circuits. The problem will

become a significant issue in future generations of high-speed digital circuits as well. This thesis addresses

efficient modeling of substrate coupling and examines the related isolation and circuit issues. A fast

memory-efficient and accurate modeling scheme has been presented. The use of this scheme makes it

possible to optimize layout in order to minimize substrate coupling at the design stage. Experimental

verification of the models has been obtained. Optimal guard ring sizing in the presence of external noise

sources has been addressed. Several circuit-level effects of substrate coupling and their solutions have also

been discussed.

There are several problems which deserve further attention. The capabilities of the simulator can be

enhanced in several ways. Lateral resistivity-variations were addressed briefly in Chapter 3. The ability to

incorporate these variations in a memory-efficient manner is an interesting problem. More efficient

partitioning techniques can be explored (Section 3.2.5.2), to reduce the size of the substrate matrices.

DC experimental verification was presented in this thesis. Experiments involving simple structures

have been presented in [21] and [28]. More work needs to be done on the circuit-level aspects of substrate

coupling at high-frequencies. Several theoretical predictions on guard rings were made in Chapter 4 which

need to be experimentally verified at high-frequencies.

The magnitude of substrate couplingdepends strongly on the type of the package used in the IC. This

dependence can be caused by several factors. For example, the value of the bond-wire inductances or the

availability of good backplane contacts in a package will influence the degree of coupling. A comparison

of substrate coupling in new packaging technologies such as Multichip-Modules also needs to be

performed.
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Appendix A3.1: The Electrostatic Green Function in the Substrate Medium

Consider a point chargeplaced at point (x\ y\ z') in the upper most layer of the multilayered dielectric

as shown in Fig. Al. Thepotential due to the point charge will be thesolution of the Poisson equation, that

is

w-7/-, . • .x 8(x-x')8(y-y')5(z-z')Vhj (x, y, z, x, y, z) = — ————— -

Let G = X(x,x')Y(y, y')Z(z, z'). Substituting in the above equation, we have

(Al)

2 2 2
yz'—+z'x—+xy—z1 = 5(x-x')5(y-y')5(z-z')

dx

mj7tx

dy~ dz

n.Tty
Assume X = cosl J;Y = cosl j where nij € [0,e»),nje [0, °° )

boundary condition of zero normal E-field on the side walls.

We have from (A2)

(A2)

to satisfy the

Multiplying both sides by cost Jcosl —-¥• 1and integrating over xand yfrom 0 to a and 0 to b

* Y
(0,0,0)

P(x, y, z) ^^^^

eN^^-^^Tx', y'.z')

afc2

Bl
j \

80 ^5^
z=-d

ho

Figure Al: Multilayered-Substrate Model
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respectively, we get

abf /„, (frmeV (miY\_,1 8(z-z') fmnx'\ fnny'^ ,AA.
A~d7 "^ ") )Z\ *—l^-^l—M bJ <A4>

Jcosl b JLetZ'(z,z*) = Z(z,z')cos
V a

Substituting the above expression in (A4), we have

f l \

Wz2 Ym°
ab

4
=JZi*=*l (A5)

hi

where Ymn = /( —j +f?— j . For z*z' the RHS of (A5) is zero. Ageneral solution to (A5) would

beof the form Z = psinh (ymn (d + z)) + Tcosh (vmn (d + z)) .

We assume that the source point and the observation point are in the uppermost layer that is

-d, < (z, z') <0. We first consider the solution for Zin the region z<z', which is referred to as Z1. The

solution for Z in the bottom dielectric layer (En) must be of the form

Z1 = p0sinh (Ymn (d +z)) +r0cosh (vmn (d +z)) (A6)

where P0and T0 are constants.

Since thebackplane has been assumed to beatzero potential, we have T0 = 0. Thus

Z1 = P0sinh(Ymn(d +z)) (A7)

At the interface between dielectric layer £q and £lt two boundary conditions need to be satisfied i.e. the

potential and the normal component of the electric displacement must be continuous. This condition will

be valid ingeneral at any interface between dielectrics. Specifically, the set ofequations relating (j^, I*)

to(pViXk-i) can De represented inthe matrix form asin(61)



^cosh2(9k) - sinh2(6k) ,[—- llcosh (0k) sinh (0k)
ek ^ £k '

(l-5^>)cosh(ek)sinh(ek) ,cosh2(6k) - J^sinh2(8k)
^ ek ' Ek .

where 0k = 7mn(d-dk) ,l<k£N, p0 = 1.0 and T0 = 0

In the uppermost layer we have

pk->

k-l
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(61)

Z1 =pNsinh (vmn (d +z)) +rNcosh (Yran (d +z)) (A8)

where -dj <z<z' ^0. The field must satisfy the zero normal E-field condition at (z=0). Thus in the

region z' < z <0, the potential, denoted by Zu, must be of the form

Zu =T^cosh (Ymnz) (A9)

Applying symmetry on the function Z, i.e. requiring that Z must be symmetric under the interchange of the

source and the observation points, wesee that Zu and Z1 must beof the form

Zu =C(PNsinh (Ymn (d +z')) +rNcosh (ymn (d +z1))) cosh (Y^z) (AlOa)

Z1 =C(pNsinh (Ymn (d +z)) +rNcosh (Ymn (d +z))) cosh (Ymnz') (AlOb)

From (AlOa) and (AlOb) it can beobserved that if z and z' are interchanged, then Zu goes into Z1 and vice

versa.(AlOa) and (AlOb) also satisfy the requirementthatthe potential must be continuousat z = z\

To determine the constantC, (A5) is integrated over the discontinuity at z=z'which yields

C =

Thus for m>0 and n>0 we have

dL

dz

z' + 8

z'-S abEN

At z =z'+8, Z is given by Zu while atz =z'-5, Z is given by Z1. Substimting (AlOa) and (AlOb) in (All)

and solving for C, we get

*>Wmu (PNcosh (Ymnd> +rNsinh ^n® >

(All)

(A12)
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G=yy j4(pNsinh (Y|nn (d +z,)) +rNcosh (Y|na (d +h))) cosh (Ymnzu) \
• omoi I ab£N^n (Pn""* (Yrand) +rNsinh (Ymnd)) J*

where z„=max(z, z') and z\ =min(z, z').

For the case when (m=0, n>0) or (m>0, n=0), the form of (A13) remains the same except that the

multiplicative constant4 is replacedby 2. For the case (m=n=0) we see from (A5) that the general solution

for Z must be of the form Z = Az+B. Following a similar argumentas presented in the derivation of (A13),

Z1 inthe £q layer isgiven by

Z = a(z') (z + d) (A14)

The function Z1 inany layer *k' will begiven by

Z1 =a(z')(Pkz +rk) (A15)

Equating the potential and the field atevery interface, we have the following matrix relation between (p^,

r^andCPM.rfc-i).

'k-l

-k-l
-1

where ftpl.O and ro=d,

dkl

Pk-i
rk-i

The solution for Zumust be of the form Z = b (z'). Applyingthe symmetryargument we have

Z1 = C(PNz +rN)

Zu = C(pNz' +rN)

Integrating (A5) overthe discontinuity at z = z" weget

C = abe^

Thus, for m=n=0 we have

(A16)

(A17a)

(A17b)

(A18)
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The final expression for G is then given by (58).

The Green function for a multilayered substrate with a ground-plane has been derived here. The case

of a two-layer substrate without a backplanehas been analyzed in [Al].
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Appendix A3.2: Derivation of the Coefficients of Potential

Equation (65) gives an expression for the coefficient-of-potential between two contacts i and j. This

expression uses the definition in (64) for planar surface contacts. Equation (65) can be derived as a special

case of three-dimensional contacts with a finite thickness.

Consider two contacts T and 'j' with X, Y and Zcoordinates [(a1,a2), (b1,b2), (-c2,0)] and [(a3,a4), (b3,b4),

(-c4,0)] respectively, as shown below.

(ai,b,,0)

Using the volume definition for W from (49) we have

(a3,b3,0)

j,D4,-C4)

(a2,b2,-c2)

Figure A2a: Contact Layout

Pl. 8 -L. J JJ J JJG(x, y, z, x', y\ z1) dxdydzdx'dy'dz' (A20)
•,-c4b3a3-c,b1a1

where V(ij}= (a(2,4)-a(i)3))(b(2>4)-b(li3))(c(2i4)) and G is given by (58). The order of integration can be

changed as G is separated into X, Y and Z-dependent functions. If the integrations over X and Y

coordinatesare performed first we have, excluding the m=n=0case,

2 2 ~ °°
a b x-1 v

Py = —t " 2- L
71 m= ln= 1

0 0

J J Z(z, z') dzdz'
V-c4-c2

sinl m7t—I- sinl mn— III sinl mn-J- sinl m7t—

A ( biW . ( V\ . ( b3sinl mc-r^J-sin^mi—JJ^sin^nn—J-sin^mc-r-
2 2 -" (A21)

m"n (a2-aj) (b2-b,) (c2) (a4-a3) (b4-b3) (c4)

where Z(z, z') is given by the term in brackets in (A13). Z(z, z') canbe rewritten in a more convenient form

as
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Z(z art =f 4(PNtanhCymnd)->-rN) ro,h ( > 4 sinh ( }Vosh ( } (A22)
Z(z'z) " Ub£NYnin (PN +rNtanh (7jnnd)) "»» i; abe^ l7»» i' J

where Zu=max(z, z') and Z! =min(z, z'). Two integrals need to be computed in (A21). These are called Ij

and I2 andaredefined below.

o o o o

I, =J Jcosh (YmnZl) cosh (Ymnzu) dzdz';I2 = \ j sinh (Ymnz,) cosh (Ymnzu) dzdz' (A23)
-C4-Cj -««-C2

In order to compute the above surface integrals, the proper values of z\ and z„ must be used as shown in

Fig. A2b below.This choiceis required in the expression forI2alone, sinceIj is symmetricin z\ andz„.

*z'

zu=z',zpz

Figure A2b: Plane of Integration

We have

Ii =
•^(^^•^(y^Cj)

The second integral can be written as

which yields

I2 = Jcosh(Ymnz) Jsinh(Ymnz')dz'dz+ Jcosh(Ymnz') Jsinh (Yranz) dzdz'

J sinh (Ymnz) dz Jcosh (Ymnz') dz'
-Cj -c4

(A24)

(A25)
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where Cg=max(c2, c4) and cs=min(c2, c4).

For the case when c2 and c4 are small, we have

T — T — 'inn 2i, - c2c4;i2 2"CsCs

The 'py' term excluding the (m=n=0) case is thus given by
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(A26)

(A27)

oo oo 2.2
a b

p«= I Scmn«,2«2*4 I mn 2abe=On =o mnTt v
x f -: ^_J(sin(m^)- sin(m4))(Sin(m^)- sinfm^))

(sin(n7I-F)"aSnCnJCTr)X sin(n7t-r7J-sin(n7C¥))
(aj-a,) (bj-bj) (a4-a3) (b4-b3)

For Cg=0, the above equation reduces to(65), except for the (m=n=0) term.

In order tocompute the (m=n=0) term we use (A19), that is G0 = (pNZj +rN)/(ab£NpN) .

The contribution to 'py' from this term, denoted by py00 is given by

o o

PM=^-4llZ^2,)dld2'
Using Fig. A2b, we get

(A28)

(A29)

oo _
Pii c2c4ab&

r 0 z 0 z' -°» -j
L-g- jJJ(pNz-+rN) dz'dz+JJ(pNz+rN) dzdz-+cs j (pNz-+rN) dzj (A30)

which yields

00

Pii =

( 2 3
c c c

S 8 j. _£"Pnu " c2c4abeNpN^ r8+fJ+rN(c2c4)j

00For cg=0, Pjj = TN/ (abeNpN) as in (65).

(A31)
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Three-Dimensional contacts:

Eq. (65) shows the py-coefficients for the case of two-dimensional contacts. There are several

techniques to extend thetechnique to three-dimensional contacts aswell.

Themost accurate technique is to divide the Z-direction in the regions of the contacts into distinct layers.

A contact would thus consist of several two-dimensional sheets of charge as shown in Fig. A2c below. The

DCT for each unique interaction term for different z- and z'-values can be computed as shown for two

contacts in Fig. A2d. The number of DCTs that need to be computed grows as n(n+l)/2 for n vertical

layers. If the technique is kept general enough for optimization, then it becomes necessary to store all the

DCT series completely. This limits the technique to about three vertical layers14. However ifthe generality

Vertical
layers

Restricted range for Contact-
3. Store p- coefficients for
enclosed spaces only.

Figure A2c: Substrate Problem with Restricted Contact Movement

Goo
0

1

2

Nodel

4 J

^^^^Gl2

Node 2

To 3layer of substrate

Figure A2d: Modeling of the Vertical Extension of a Contact

14. Three layers require storage for six DCT series.
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of the technique is reduced somewhat, by restricting the field in which each contactcan be moved, then

only the corresponding terms of the DCT need be stored, and the technique can then be extended to a

greater number of vertical layers (Fig. A2c). A problem with this technique is that the size of the [P]

matrix can become very large. If each contact has n vertical subdivisions, then the size of the matrix

increases by n2.

A better technique for contacts with a small vertical extent is to use (A28). Here two DCT terms need

to be calculated. The first series consists of terms of the form Ia b xfmnJ/l mn n J and the second

one consists of terms of the form lab J/l 2ab£Nm n n J. The individual p-coefficients are a sum of

the surface DCT term as in (65) and a second term scaled by -I cscgJ/(c2c4) . The second term

represents the monopole contribution from the vertical charge distribution of the contact. In forming the

[P] matrix using this algorithm, the depths of the contacts can be included by simply adding the second

term to (65), with the appropriatescaling factor. The size of the matrix is unchanged. If all the contacts are

of the same depth, then the monopole contribution can be computed exactlyby computing the DCT of the

complete expressions for i! andI2shown in (A24) and(A26).



Appendix A3.3: The Discrete Cosine Transform

The cosine transform of a two-dimensional series f^, is defined as
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M-1N-1

Djk= S I^-005'
m = On = 0

This sum can be computed efficiently using several techniques as discussed in [A2]. An FFT based

technique is discussed here.

The techniqueis based on reflecting the data f^ about m=Mand n=N such that

Further by requiring that

Eq. (65) can be rewritten as

DJ*-J

V(2N-n) ~ ^mn

f(2M-m),n ~ fmn

f(2M-m), (2N-n) = fmn

f00 ~ fm0 = f0n ~ fmN ~ fMn

/2M-12N-1

where i = J-i. The term in brackets can be recognized to be the 2M x 2N two-dimensional FFT ofthe

sequence f^,.

More efficient techniques based on recursion can also be implemented. For an M x M order DCT

computation this technique is 0(4M2ln(4M2)). If f^ are real data, the FFT can be reduced to order

2M2ln(2M2). Adiscussion ofthe two-dimensional FFT can be found in [A3].

X X fmnexP(
^ m =0 n =0

(A33a)

(A33b)

(A33c)

(A34)
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